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Abstract

This study explores the motivations that may orient an individual to another' s sexual
orientation. Extant literature has traditionally focused on the ways in which individuals "detect"
or recognize another's sexual orientation, but has failed to explore the communicative strategies
individuals routinely engage in and the reasons he or she may be interested in another' s sexual
orientation. As such, this study fits nicely into the interpersonal and intereultural communication
literatures that concern themselves with the social construction of identity, which is an ongoing
interactional task to which conversationalists orient. The data for this study was collected during
the fall of 20 1 2 from the self-report responses from a sample of undergraduate and graduate
students (N=5 74) enrolled in on-campus courses at a mid-sized Midwestern university and from
in-depth interviews conducted with five participants. Thus, the goal of this exploratory study is
to investigate the ways in which individuals understand behaviors attributed to differing sexual
orientations and the reasons why sexual orientation becomes relevant in ordinary everyday social
interactions. Furthermore, this study offers insight into how assuming heterosexuality affects the
ways in which non-heterosexuals communicate during their everyday interactions.
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Chapter One
Introduction

In Plato ' s classic dialogue, The Symposium, Aristophanes speaks of heterosexual men
and women, gay men, and lesbian women explaining sexual orientation is in-born, important,
and a defining feature of the individual (Stein, 1 999). Although some literary scholars have
questioned Aristophanes' meaning, Plato ' s text alludes that since antiquity people, including
scholars, have concerned themselves with notions about the nature and practice of multiple and
differing sexual orientations. Although Aristophanes acknowledged the validity of multiple
sexual orientations and insinuated the possibility that sexual orientation may be important in
understanding the manner in which individuals experience the social world in which they live,
the only sexual orientation that has enjoyed unquestioned acceptance is heterosexuality. As such,
heterosexuality has become mundane; while non-heterosexuality is considered somewhat exotic
and understood, by many, simply based on the ways in which it differs from the ordinary.
Consequently, individuals with non-heterosexual orientations have been the focus of a
great deal of studies concerning the ways in which they differ from heterosexual individuals
evident in the multitude of proj ects that investigated a variety of characteristics, which "mark" or
differentiated non-heterosexual (usually male) individuals from the heterosexual population. In
these studies, researchers presumed that non-heterosexual individuals are identifiable by non
normative physiological or behavioral characteristics. Accordingly, a great deal of scholarship in
both the sexual behavioral and psychology disciplines is guided by these underlying
assumptions. In one such study, for example, sexual behavior researchers explore the average
difference in penile s ize among homosexual and heterosexual men (Bogaert

&

Hershberger,

1 999). While this particular case may be an extreme exampl e of research focusing on
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physiological distinctions between the two populations in question, over the past decade, other
studies have taken similar, yet less egregious approaches (Lippa, 2008). For example, McFadden
et al. (2005) concluded that Caucasian heterosexual females and Caucasian homosexual males
are l ikely to have significantly shorter index fingers comparable to the size of their ring fingers,
while heterosexual Caucasian males generally possess shorter index fingers and relatively longer
ring fingers. Thus, the researchers inadvertently suggest that an individual' s sexual orientation is
visible via outward physical characteristics. And while the findings of these studies are
interesting, they provide little insight into the ways individuals identify the sexual orientation of
another and fail to address the reasons individual's may become relevant during the interaction.
That is, studies exploring physical characteristics that mark sexual orientation fail to recognize
the fundamentally social and interactive nature of identity (including sexual identity).
In addition to studies exploring the physiological distinctions between heterosexuals and
non-heterosexuals, a great deal of scholarship has, albeit inadvertently, perpetuated negative
stereotypes about the behaviors of non-heterosexuals. Specifically, researchers in psychology
have explored sexual orientation with tremendous depth. Moreover, many of these studies have
offered remarkable insight into human sexual life, a great deal of this scholarship has been
guided by one of the earliest studies that investigated specific behavioral cues of non
heterosexuals using the heterosexual population as a benchmark. For example, in one
foundational study that many others have replicated, Berger et al. ( 1 987) explored the specific
non-verbal and behavioral cues that participants perceived as indicators or markings of specific
sexual orientation. The findings from this seminal research suggested that individuals are able to
"accurately detect" a non-heterosexual individual based on deviations from n01mative behavior.
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This "detection and accuracy" model implies that certain cues are inherent to non-heterosexual
individuals and serve as the means by which individuals identify the sexual orientation of others.
Furthennore, the researcher suggested that greater accuracy might mean that certain individuals
are more adept at identifying non-heterosexuals than are others- suggesting an ability of sorts.
This "ability" to detect a gay individual is referred to by many (both lay persons and
within the academy) as "Gaydar", and is conceptualized as an ability to recognize and identify
verbal and non-verbal behaviors that are associated with a non-heterosexual identity (Shelp,
2003; Nicholas, 2004; Reiger et al. , 20 1 0). Studies of gaydar have largely persisted in exploring a
variety of non-verbal behaviors used to identify sexuality ( Ambady, Hallahan,
Sirin, McCreary,

&

Mahalik, 2004, Johnson et al., 2007; Rule

&

&

Conner, 1 999;

Ambady, 2009; Rule et al.,

2008; Rule, Ambady, Hallett, 2009). Although results from previous studies have suggested that
accurate identification of non-heterosexual individuals occurs at above chance levels, the
characteristics and behaviors observed by subj ects to determine the target' s sexual orientation
often rely on cultural stereotypes associated with constructs of masculinity and femininity.
Thus, the philosophical and methodological assumptions guiding these investigations
significantly compromise their ability to advance our understanding of the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ) community. Instead, thi s literature (likely
inadvertently) perpetuates heteronormative stereotypes of the LGBTQ community and limits
research inquires of that community to simply how they differ from heterosexuals. Moreover,
while such methodologies clearly objectify the non-heterosexual population, they fail to explore
the ways in which the sexual orientation of another becomes relevant in ordinary interaction.
Hence, scholarship using this model of "detection" fails to explore how messages about an
individual 's sexual orientation are constructed, communicated (or not), and how others then
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interpret these messages. This is problematic because such studies isolate particular behaviors
from the interactional context within which the fundamentally social nature of human sexual
orientation becomes relevant and important (if it does) by individuals in ordinary interactions.
Although, sexual behavioral and psychological studies have continued scholarly interest in
sexual orientation, their methodological commitments disregard how sexual orientation is
socially constructed and relevant in specific social and cultural contexts (Tannenbaum, 2006).
Present Study

To address the lack of scholarship exploring the social nature of human sexuality the
present study explores the ways in which sexual orientation becomes important to and relevant in
ordinary everyday social interactions. As such, thi s study differs from previous research in two
important respects. First, it explores the interactional resources and constraints that make
relevant or occasion interest in a conversational partner' s sexual orientation. As such, the study
shifts the domain of inquiry about sexual orientation from the "accuracy and detection models"
to the verbal and non-verbal practices ordinary people use in everyday interaction to
communicate (or not) messages about sexual orientation. Second, by examining both the
heterosexual and non-heterosexual populations' orientation to and communication of sexual
orientation, findings of the study will contribute to our understandings of differences between
these populations and the ways in which marginalized, non-dominant cultural communities adapt
and develop particular practices for use with co-cultural members.
Furthermore, this study shifts the focus of the communication and interpretation about an
individual ' s sexual orientation from simplistic "accuracy and detection models" based on
behavioral and physical distinction to a much more complex communicative event and addresses
the reasons that make relevant sexual identity. Thus, the present research seeks to offer insight
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into a marginalized cultural community that must navigate an often-probl ematic social terrain
that often criticizes, demonizes, and publically ridicules their sexual orientation. Additionally, by
examining both the heterosexuals and non-heterosexual motivations for determining another' s
sexual orientation, the findings of this study will contribute to our understandings of when sexual
orientation becomes relevant and is important in interactions.
As such, this thesis is organized in the following manner. The present chapter provides an
introduction into the domain of inquiry and rationale for this study. The next chapter contains the
literature review and is organized according to extant scholarship conducted using similar
assumptions and goals. The second chapter concludes with the research question guiding this
study. The third chapter discusses the methods util ized in this study. It provides a description of
the research design, the instrumentation, and participants. The fourth chapter of this thesis
presents the findings of the present research, and explanation of the findings. The fifth and final
chapter of this thesis provides a discussion of the implications of this study's findings and
outlines the study' s l imitations. The final chapter concludes with idea for future directions of
research concerning the ways in which sexual orientation is communicated and interpreted.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review

The concept of gaydar is the ability to identify another' s sexual orientation based on
verbal and nonverbal messages (Nicholas, 2004 ). Nicholas argued that gay and lesbian cultural
identification i s difficult because sexual orientations lack outward physical characteristics.
Instead, affiliation with the LGBTQ community is communicated through behaviors that are
l earned from a shared knowledge base and shared communication codes. Many gay and lesbian
individuals believe they have the ability to pick each other out from others in a crowd (Shelp,
2003). Shelp tested the ability of self-identifying gay and straight men at j udging the sexual
orientation of others based on visual cues. Results from the experiment indicated that gay male
subj ects' accuracy was higher than straight males.
These results fit well with Nicholas ' (2004) qualitative study of 35 participants. In this
study, participants overwhelming reported that eye gaze serves as one major cue that the
participants used to judge sexual orientation. Eye gaze may serve as a mechanism to activate
gaydar, and the participants believed it communicates awareness of cultural membership. This
study, along with Shelp ' s substantiated findings from previous schol arship that suggested non
heterosexual individuals are often better able to judge the sexual orientation of others at or above
chance (Berger et al., 1 987; Carroll

&

Gilroy, 2002; Linvil le, 1 998). Furthermore, previous

studies have found that accurate judgments of sexual orientations are possible based only on
minimal exposure of nonverbal and verbal communication (Ambady, Conner,

&

Hallahan, 1 999;

Rul e et al., 2008). Moreover, these studies remove all contextual cues and seek to isolate specific
behaviors.
Opponents of gaydar, however, claim that it is near impossible to distinguish between
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heterosexual and homosexual individuals (Bennett, 2006, p. 409) . Woolery (2007) notes, "any
psychologist specializing in gender-related issues would tell you sexual orientation is something
you cannot know about a person simply by looking at them" (p. I 0).
Not surprisingly then, members of the gay community are often divided regarding the
existence of gaydar or one 's ability to detennine another ' s sexual orientation without explicit
knowledge (Woolery, 2007). To some, this may be obvious, and suggests that if individuals do
make accurate judgments, those judgments may be made on cultural stereotypes. Furthermore,
although biological differences between homosexuals and heterosexuals exist (Bogaert &
Hershberger, 1 999; Lippa, 2005, 2008; McFadden et al., 2005; Rendall, Vasey,

&

McKenzie,

2008), the abil ity to perceive an individual ' s sexual orientation is not biologically inherent. That
is, individuals are not born with an ability to identify sexual orientation.
As mentioned in chapter one, and alluded to above, a great deal of extant literature has
concluded that individuals are able to judge the sexual orientation of another at above chance
levels. To explore this further, this chapter is devoted to an overview of previous scholarship that
has explored the ways in which sexual orientation is communicated. As such, the chapter is
organized by those studies sharing similar assumptions and topics. The first section of this
chapter comprises previous scholarship exploring physiological and behavioral characteristics
that has been founded to differentiate heterosexuals and non-heterosexuals. The fourth section of
this chapter reviews literatures concerning the social interactive nature of human sexuality. This
section synthesizes literatures that explore the ways in which sexual orientation is often assumed
and the ways in which it becomes relevant during ordinary interactions. The chapter concludes
with the research question that guiding the present study.
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Physiological and Psychological Markings of Sexual Orientation

Inquiries concerning the characteristics that differentiate non-heterosexuals from
heterosexuals are well researched in academia in multiple disciplines. Many scholars ground
theoretical approaches regarding sexual orientation from a biological perspective, but
acknowledge the lack of a definitive conclusion regarding the origins of sexual orientation.
Studies exploring these physiological differences have ranged from investigations on gay and
straight men ' s comparative penile sizes, acoustic speech patterns, pupil dilations in response to
sex-specific stimuli, cell cluster size in the brain's hypothalamus, and analysis of tabulated
Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator Scores (Bogaert & Hershberger, 1999; France, 2007; Linville,
1998; Nieto, 1996; Shelp, 2002, 2003).

Within the past decade, other studies have taken similar approaches, but grounded
themselves in genetics, prenatal development, and a variety of environmental factors (Lippa,
2008). As discussed in chapter one, McFadden et al. (2005) found that Caucasian heterosexual

females and Caucasian homosexual men tend to have shorter index fingers comparative to the
size of their ring fingers, while Caucasian heterosexual males do not. The researchers concluded
that such variations are due to a lack of testosterone introduction to the fetus during prenatal
development, yet they argue that comparative finger size may mark sexual orientation. While
Mcfadden et al. , were the only researchers, to date, having examined finger size, other
researchers grounded in genetics and prenatal development, have found that that waist-to-hip
ratio and waist-to-shoulder ratio is often indicators of sexual orientation (Johnson, et al., 2007;
Johnson & Tassinary, 2007, 2005; Pollick, Kay, Heim,

&

Stringer, 2005). These scholars found

that women typically have an hourglass shape and smaller waist-to-hip ration, while men, are
allegedly more tubular in morphology, having a larger waist-to-hop ratio.
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As such, this line of scholarship suggests that an individual ' s morphology, is found to be
an important indicator of sexual orientation because when an individual 's body is in motion,
those bodies that move in accordance to their attributed sex and gender, are likely to be
perceived as straight. When there is a perceived conflict between the two, the individual is likely
gay (Johnson et al., 2007; Johnson

&

Tassinary 2007). Along with morphology, posture has been

examined as a possible indicator of sexual orientation (Knofler and Imhof, 2007). In this study,
the researchers concluded that heterosexual males and females have postures attributed to their
gender and sexual orientation, while gay men and lesbians typically display neutral postures. The
researchers did note that gay men do not imitate feminine posture types. However, the literature
suggests that a neutral posture indicates non-heterosexuality.
While body shape has been found to be on factor in determining another's sexual
orientation, much more controversial inquiries has focused heavily on facial features in the
context of sexual orientation identification. Ambady et al ., ( 1 999) conducted research where
participants were asked to judge the sexual orientation of the target viewing gray scale photos.
These scholars found that participants are able to judge the sexual orientation of another based
on facial characteristics at above chance levels. Further this line of research, Rule et al., (2008)
and found that hairstyles and hair growth patterns alone were significantly more accurate ways to
judge the sexual orientation of another than any other part of the face. Both the Ambady et al.,
( 1 999) and Rule et al., (2008) studies were substantiated and replicated in Rieger et al., (20 1 0)
research which participants were correctly able to judge the sexual orientation of multiple targets
by utilizing static pictures and accuracy levels decreased when hair was removed.
The above studies discussed above have offered insight into biological and physiological
distinctions between heterosexuals and non-heterosexuals. Although researchers have found a
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number of physical characteristics that distinguish heterosexuals and non-heterosexuals, many of
these studies base their findings on the way in which one' s physical characteristics are similar or
dissimilar to others sharing a specific sex, gender, and sexual orientation. Regardless, these
studies have influenced a number of other studies in behavioral sciences that l ink concepts
associated with given behaviors to sexual orientation.
As mentioned above, research suggests that different physical characteristics exist
between heterosexual and non-heterosexuals. In addition, researchers have also identified a
number of behavioral characteristics that may mark sexual orientation. Knofler and Imhof (2007)
identified distinctive patterns of nonverbal behavior that are altered in dyadic interactions when a
homosexual was one member of the dyad. These nonverbal behaviors have been further
deconstructed and examined using a variety of methodological approaches. For example, in one
such study Carroll and Gilroy (2002) and N icholas (200 1 ) surveyed gay communities to
determine the specific nonverbal behaviors interpreted in order to identify a non-heterosexual.
Other researchers have taken more quantitative approaches, in which targets observe videotaped
behavior with sound (Berger et al., 1 987) videotaped behavior without sound (Rieger et al.,
20 1 O; Shelp, 2002), and in truncated segments controlling availability of different nonverbal cues
(Rule

&

Ambady, 200 8; Rule et al., 2008). Still others have incorporated judgments from

observed voice recordings (Linville, 1 998; Rieger et al., 20 1 0; Smyth, Jacobs,

&

Rogers, 2003),

and even simple written passages detailing the target and their occupational role (Wong,
McCreary, Carpenter,

&

Korchynshy, 1 999).

The research discussed thus far, has consistently relied on an individual's ability to form
impressions. Impression formation can be considered the process in which a large amount of
unorganized information is combined in a cognitive representation in the effort to reach a
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consistent meaning (Huber, 1 989). Through this synthesis, infonnation i s simplified and made
more useful by creating a rapid feeling for unknown people (Carlston

&

Skowronski, 2005;

Gilbert & Malone, 1 995; Huber, 1 989; Kahneman, 2003; Newman & Uleman, 1 989). Initial
impressions, however, do not necessarily rely on an exchange of information between parties.
They need not be communicative in nature. That is, initial impressions are often categorical in
nature and based heavily on noticeable behaviors and characteristics, which arc processed using
an individual ' s existing schematic frameworks (Fiske & Neuberg, 1 990).
Sexual Orientation in Social Interaction

Cameron and Kulick (2003) suggested that members of dominant groups are not subject
to the constant identity scrutiny that marginalized groups endure. Any communicative
differences from heterosexual nonns imply sexuality differences within the same cultural group.
However, as Schegloff ( 1 997) and others argued that although someone can be categorized to a
particular identity group that categorization is not automatically relevant. Hence, and
individual ' s particular identity group isn 't also relevant in a given interaction suggesting that
even though individuals may be able to categorize another based on sexual orientation, it isn't
always important in a given interaction.
Kitzinger (2005) supports Schegloff' s position in her research focusing on the ways in
which heterosexuality is routinely deployed as taken-for-granted in ordinary interactions. Using
foundational data sets of conversation analysis the researcher examined how everyday talk
interaction produces and reproduces heterosexual norms. In (The conversation analysis
examined how individuals produce themselves as heterosexual and co-construct a
heteronormative world. The research suggested that heterosexuals communicate their
heterosexuality, but are not actively seeking to do so. The data reveals that heterosexual
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individuals do not speak as heterosexuals, they speak as husbands, wives, friends, and co
workers, and yet, their conversations reproduce, without orientation to doing so, heterosexuality.
Kitzinger suggests that in these conversations, for the heterosexual, the conversation is ordinary
and unremarkable, but for non-heterosexual individuals, such conversations and assumptions of
heterosexuality, the conversational partner' s sexual orientation is overtly apparent.
Martin' s (2009) research fits nicely with Kitziger' s (2005) work as Martin finds how
children are often socialized to be heterosexual through their mother' s talk and interaction.
Martin suggests that mother' s construct heteronormative worlds for their children in early
childhood and contributes to the ways in which adults view and understand heterosexuality as
normal and non-heterosexuality as a deviation from that norm. A mother' s ascription of
heterosexuality in their discussions of love and maniage in very mundane ways further
demonstrates how engrained heteronormativity is the fabric of everyday life.
While the heteronormative world is communicated in very ordinary ways, non
heterosexuality can present interactional challenges. Land and Kitzinger (2005) find that
conversational partners assume heterosexuality. Consequently, lesbians often encounter
interactional difficulties when managing their identities with strangers. By exploring the ways in
which sexual orientation is communicated (or not) in live interactions, the researchers found that
even when an individual' s primary goal is the achievement very pragmatic ends, such as
plumbing issues, a doctor' s appointment, or speaking with an insurance agent, their sexual
orientation is made relevant because of the heterosexist presumption. As such, thi s research
reveals that individuals don't' necessarily orient to another' s sexual orientation because they can,
but that sexual orientation is made relevant to a specific interaction.
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Research Question

With the above literatures offer insight into the ways in which heterosexuality and non
heterosexuality is marked and may be identified by others. With this in mind, it is applicable to
ask the following research question:
RQ 1 : What occasions interest in another person's sexual orientation (i.e., what makes the
sexual orientation of another relevant) in ordinary interaction?
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Chapter 3
Methodology

The two preceding chapters of this thesis suggested that little i s known about the ways in
which sexual orientation becomes relevant in everyday ordinary interactions. Moreover, as noted
in the fonner chapters a great deal of existing scholarship has focused on the identification and
detection of gay and lesbian individuals suggesting that their behavior is deviant and
consequently detectable. As such, the paucity of research concerning the relevance of sexual
orientation in interaction and how messages about sexual orientation are constructed and
interpreted by individuals has disadvantaged our collective understanding of people with
differing sexual orientations. The design of the current study addresses the deficiencies in
previous research by situating the inquiry in the ordinary interactions of individuals engaging in
everyday life.
This chapter is then devoted to providing a detailed explanation of the methods utilized to
address the research question. This study employed both a self-report questionnaire and in-depth
interviews. Additionally, as this is an exploratory study, it is well suited for a mixed-methods
approach, as it requires a more comprehensive analysis and greater description of the
phenomenon of interest. As such, this chapter is divided into two sections. The first section
consists of a description of the survey instrument, data collection procedures, the
instrumentation' s measurements, and a description of the survey participants. The first section
concludes with a description of the coding and dataset input procedures and a discussion of the
data analysis techniques. The second section of this chapter describes the interview method. This
section first provides an overview of the interview procedures and a description of the interview
participants.
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Survey

To date, there exists no instrument that addresses this type of inquiry or would allow for
m odification without substantial threats to its reliability and validity. Therefore, as the present
study' s design is exploratory, the survey was constructed using a priori method. The instrument
consisted of a total of 35 questions of which 6 seek demographic information (sec Appendix A.).
The remaining questions included both open-ended and close-ended questions and utilized a 5point Likert-type index for the close-ended questions. It took approximately 20 minutes to
complete. The overall design of the questionnaire is consistent with previous studies in the social
sciences where the researcher is attempting to explore the attitudes, perceptions, beliefs, and
practices of differing cultural communities (Creswell, 2003).
Survey procedures.

After the questionnaire' s initial construction, a p ilot study was conducted to ensure the
intelligibility of the survey. Based on the findings from the pilot study, no changes were made to
the original instrument. A convenience sampling method was utilized to recruit participants.
Upon receiving the IRB 's approval to conduct the research, recruitment activities commenced.
Recruitment consisted of in-classroom announcements at the beginning or end of class time by
the researcher only after receiving the instructor' s approval. Participants were recruited from
multiple undergraduate and graduate courses at a medium-sized Midwestern public university
during the 20 1 2 Fall semester. Participation in the study was strictly voluntary. In exchange for
their participation, students received extra-course credit at the class instructor' s discretion. After
agreeing to participate, individuals were provided with informed consent documentation, which
detailed all pertinent information. Once the consent forms were signed, participants were
provi ded with a physical copy of the survey. Completed surveys were sealed in visually secure
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envelopes and stored in a locked filing cabinet in a secure location. Only the primary researcher
and faculty advisor had access to the completed surveys.
Survey measurement.

As suggested earlier, to date, no existing measurements exist that were adaptable to the
research question. Thus, the questions in the survey (from this point referred to as survey items)
attempted to explore the participant's attitudes and beliefs exploring why sexual orientation may
become relevant in an interaction. In order to address the research question, survey items were
selected and grouped together using a priori method. This permits the researcher to extract the
data needed from the data set i n order to create the dependent variables needed to address the
research question.
In order to address the research question this study explores, Survey Item 22 was
employed as it explores the reasons the participants report that would cause them to be interested
in another' s sexual orientation . The survey item permitted the participants to choose any or all
reasons or to provide their own as to why they would become interested in another's sexual
orientation. Survey Item 22 is described below.
22)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The reasons why I would become interested in another's sexual orientations are
(check all that apply or fill in your own response):
To i dentify a potential romantic partner.
To identify a potential sexual partner.
To i dentify a potential friend.
To identify someone who shares my values/world view.
Just b ecause I want to know.
Other (please specify):
Other (please specify):
____________ _____

________ ________

As stated, this survey item explored the reason(s) why the sexual orientation of another
may be relevant to the participant. The question' s design permitted multiple responses allowing
for two distinct measurements of the data. First, the data is analyzed based on the number of
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responses each participant provided. The second measure examined the frequency of responses
for each item and compared those frequencies to each sexual orientation cohort.
Survey participants.

A total of 5 74 individuals agreed to participate in the survey. The survey sample included
226 (39.4%) males and 348 (60.6%) females. The male to female ratio is consistent with the
university' s 20 1 2 fall enrol lment statistics. The participants' ages ranged from 1 8 to 53 years old
(M= 20.66, SD=2.949).
Sexual orientation was self-reported by the participants using a modified Kinsey Sexual
Orientation index ( 1 =Exclusively Heterosexual, 2 =Mostly H eterosexual , 3 =Bisexual, 4 =
Mostly Homosexual, and 5 =Exclusively Homosexual) (Rendall, 1 997). Participants whose
sexual orientation was not represented on the index were allowed an open-ended response in
which they were able to self-describe their own sexual orientation. The final sample was then
comprised of the participants identifying as : 44 (7. 67%) as Exclusively Homosexual, 1 0 ( 1 .7%)
as Mostly Homosexual, 1 7 (2.9%) Bisexual, 3 1 (5 .4%) Mostly H eterosexual, 468 (8 1 . 5%)
Exclusively H eterosexual, and 4 (0. 7%) pai1icipants indicated their sexual orientations did not fit
the designated options.
Survey coding.

Survey responses were entered into SPSS. Since the sexual-orientation index was a
continuous variable, coding proceeded so that the "Exclusively Heterosexual" cohort was
renamed "Heterosexual" and retained original responses and a new category was created called
"Non-Heterosexual" which included all sexual orientations other than "Exclusively
Heterosexual . The numerical values assigned for the Likert-type responses were consistent for all
questions. No reverse coding procedures were used. The responses concerning the reasons why
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conversationalists orient to the sexual orientation of another were collapsed into a one multiple
response variable to examine frequencies. The dataset was finally imported into SPSS for
analysis.
Survey data analysis.

Statistical analyses addressing the research question commenced once all data entry was
complete. The dataset was visually inspected for entry accuracy and response integrity.
Additionally, the dataset was inspected to assess if the assumption of normality based on a visual
assessment of each item for each cohorts' respective histograms and Normal Q-Q P lots. The
assumption of nonnality was satisfied for each item and cohort.
The dataset was split by sexual orientation and descriptive frequencies were computed for
each variable. A chi-square test of independence was conducted on Survey Item 22 to detennine
if participant responses were independent or related to their self-identified sexual orientation.
Additionally, an independent samples ttest was conducted on the summarized responses for
survey item 22.
In-Depth Interviews

To further explore the ways in which sexual orientation becomes relevant in ordinary
interaction, five one-time semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted. Each interview
lasted between 50 to 120 minutes. An interview protocol (see Appendix C . ) guided the
researcher' s questions. This interview method permits additional questions to be addressed
and/or questions to be altered based on the conversation exigencies. As such, the following
subsections outline the participants, interview procedures, and the way in which the interview
data was analyzed.
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Interview p rocedure.

Although the interview method chosen for this study is an in-depth interview that is
guided by an interview protocol, the researcher interviewed the participants in a conversation
l ike-manner. This less structured and more relaxed approach was designed to put the participants
at ease with the interview and provided a more natural form of talk. Additionally, this structure
allowed for additional topics to be raised and additional questions asked as they became relevant.
All interview times and locations were prearranged and were chosen at the convenience of the
participants. With the consent of the participant, the interviews were audio-recorded. The
recordings were subsequently transcribed verbatim (see Appendices C-G). Both the researcher
and faculty advisor checked the accuracy of all transcripts.
Interview participants.

Participants were recruited using a convenience sample through an email sent out to
acquaintances and colleagues of the researcher. The recruitment email explained the project and
the scope of the interview. Five individuals agreed to participate in the interviews. The interview
participants consisted of two (40%) females and three (60%) males. The participants' ages
ranged from 23 years to 34 years old (M

=

25, SD = 5 .0497). Four interview participants

identifi ed as non-heterosexual and one i dentified as heterosexual. Additionally, the interview
participants were not drawn from one specific pool of available people (i.e. they were not drawn
from one particular group of people); instead they consisted of individuals from a variety of
backgrounds, professions, and education levels.
Conclusion

This chapter provided a detailed explanation of the methodology and data analysis
procedures, as well as descriptions for the participants from both the survey sample and
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interview sample in the present study. The following chapter, reports the findings of this study.
Conclusions complete the thesis.
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Chapter IV
Findings

This chapter contains the findings the present study and is organized according to two
measures used to address the research question. The first section of this chapter discusses the
findings from the first measurement of urvey item 22. The section presents the findings from the
analysis that explored the overall differences between the two sexual orientation cohorts and
their interest in another' s sexual orientation . The second section of this chapter presents the
findings from the second measurement and analysis of each item in survey item 22. This section
presents a more detailed analysis of each survey item and integrates relevant interview data. A
conclusion completes the chapter.
General Findings

Exploring the reasons why an individual becomes interested in another' s sexual
orientation was the primary goal of this study. As such, this research question explored why an
individual ' s sexual orientation becomes relevant at certain times and at other times it does not.
Thus, instead of focusing on the "accuracy and detection" models previously discussed, the
findings in this section are situated in the l ives of individuals . To accompl ish this, aggregate
responses from Survey Item 22 was employed.
F irst, to determine if there is a difference between the two sexual orientation cohorts
concerning the overall number of reasons an individual would become interested in another' s
sexual orientation a n independent samples ttest was conducted o n the total number o f reasons
participants reported. There were no outliers in the data, as assessed by inspection of a boxplot.
Each option p articipants were able to indicate for orienting to another ' s sexual orientation scores
for each cohort were normally distributed, as assessed by Shapiro-Wi lks test (p

>

.05), and there
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was homogeneity of variances for reasons for orienting to another's sexual orientation scores for
both heterosexual and non-heterosexuals as assessed by Levene's Test for Equality of Variances
(p=.275). Individuals in the non-heterosexual orientation cohort indicated many more reasons for

orienting to another's sexual orientation as their mean score was 3 . 5 1 (SD= 1 .67), than
individuals in the heterosexual orientation cohort as their mean score was 2 .63 (SD= 1 . 58 ) :
t( 5 7 2 )

=

-5 . 0 1 1 , p = .0005. Chart 4. 1 .0 depicts the overall scores for the participants' reasons for

orienting to another's sexual orientation indicated in the survey.
Chart 4. 1 .0: Total Response Mean by Sexual Orientation Cohort or Survey Item 22
Reasons for Orienting to Another's Sexual Orientation
4

�-------�

---

3.5 +3 +----M = 2.6303

2.5

+-----

2

+-----

1.5

+----

1
0.5 -t---0 +----Heterosexual n=468

Non-Heterosexual n= I 06

From these results, it i s clear that overall, non-heterosexuals reported many more reasons for
orienting to another's sexual orientation than did their heterosexual counterparts. As such,
exploring the large difference between the mean scores warrants further examination of each
reason between the two sexual orientation cohorts.
Individual Findings for Each Survey Item

This section presents the findings of each item in Survey Item 22. Each section is
provides detailed descriptions the of analyses performed, findings, explains the findings, and
then integrates relevant interview data illustrating the way in which messages about sexual
orientation is embedded in the most ordinary interactions.
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Identify a Potential Romantic or Sexual Partner

It i s c lear that the first two options, Survey Item 22a and Survey Item 22b, (to identify a
potential romantic and to identify a potential sexual partner) respectively concern similar
motivations and so, these two options are analyzed together in this section.
The first option a participant was able to indicate as a reason for orienting to another' s
sexual orientation was Survey Item 22a: Identify a Romantic Partner. The responses for this
survey item were analyzed by conducting a chi-square test for independence between the sexual
orientation cohort and the participant's interest in another's sexual orientation to identify a
potential romantic partner. The results of this test explored the possibility of the survey response
occurring by chance. All expected cell frequencies were greater than five. Table 4.2. 1 displays
the 2x2 contingency table computed from the response set.
Table 4.2. 1 : Frequency ofResponses for Survey Item 22a: To Identify a Potential Romantic
Partner
Sexual Orientation Cohort
Heterosexual
Item 22a: To Identify Potential Romantic
Non-Heterosexual
Partner
91
Observed
29 1
3 1 1 .5
70.5
Expected
There is a statistically significant association between sexual orientation and interest in another's
2
sexual orientation to identify a potential romantic partner, x ( 1 )

=

2 1 . 75 1 ,p

<

.000 1 . From this, it

is possible to conclude that the response for each sexual orientation cohorts did not occur by
chance, and indicate a relationship between an individual's sexual orientation and their response
to this particular question.
Chart 4.2.2, depicts the percentage of responses for each sexual orientation cohort. The
results indicated that 62.2% (29 1 ) of participants in the heterosexual orientation cohort selected
this option while 8 5 . 8% (9 1 ) of participants in the non-heterosexual orientation cohort selected
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this reason. The chart clearly illustrates the significant difference in response frequencies of the
two orientation sexual orientation cohorts. The majority of participants in each cohort indicated
that they would be interested in another's sexual orientation to identify a potential romantic
partner. However, the responses indicate that non-heterosexuals responded with a much greater
frequency than did heterosexuals.
Chart 4.2.2: Percentage ofResponses by Sexual Orientation Cohort for Survey Item 22a:
To IdentifY a Potential Romantic Partner
Interest in Sexual Orientation of
Potential Romantic Partner
1 00 ....----�
85 .8%
80 +-----60 +----

62.2%

40 +---20 +---0 +---Heterosexual n = 468

Non-Heterosexual n = 106

As the chi-square test indicated, the response frequencies did not occur by chance. That is, there
is a relationship between an individual's sexual orientation and their response to this survey item.
However, the relationship is not necessarily predicative, nor does this test seek to determine the
strength of the relationship. It does however, a relationship between an individual's sexual
orientation and their response to this survey item. Moreover, although the maj ority of both sexual
orientation cohorts did indicate the romantic partner choice, individuals in the non-heterosexual
orientation cohort did so with greater frequency.
The second option that participants could select as a reason for interest in another's
sexual orientation was to identify a potential sexual partner (Survey Item 22b). A chi-square test
for independence was conducted between the sexual orientation cohort and the interest in
another's sexual orientation to identify a potential sexual partner. Table 4.2.3 presents the
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findings from the chi-square test. All expected cell frequencies were greater than five. There is a
statistically significant association between sexual orientation and interest in another's sexual
orientation to identify a potential sexual partner, x2 ( 1 ) = 1 0.032, p

=

.002. As such, the results

indicate a relationship between the two variables in question: sexual orientation and identifying a
potential romantic partner..
Table 4.2.3: Frequency ofResponses for Survey Item 22b: To Identify Potential Sexual Partner
Sexual Orientation Coh011
Non-Heterosexual
H eterosexual
Item 22b: To Identify Potential Sexual Partner
60
Observed
1 86
Expected
45.6
220.6
From this we can determine that the response frequencies o f each sexual orientation cohort did
not occur by chance, but rather are because of a relationship between an individual ' s sexual
orientation and their interest in another's sexual orientation to identify a potential sexual partner.
However, this is not to say, that one sexual orientation cohort is more interested than the other in
identifying a potential sexual partner. That is, the relationship between non-heterosexuality and
the response frequencies does not indicate that non-heterosexuals are in any way more interested
in sex or a sexual partner than are their heterosexual counterparts.
Chart 4.2.4 depicts the percentage of responses for each sexual orientation cohort for this
survey item. The results indicated that 3 9. 7% ( 1 86) of the heterosexual participants selected this
particular option while 56.6% (60) of the non-heterosexual participants chose this particular
reason.
As the chi-square test of independence indicated, there is a relationship between sexual
orientation and response frequencies. Chart 4.2.4, illustrates, the findings indicated that the
majority of non-heterosexual participants would become interested in another's sexual
orientation to identify a potential sexual partner while the maj ority of heterosexuals did not
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indicate that their interest i n another's sexual orientation would occasion their interest in
another's sexual orientation.
Chart 4.2.4: Percentage of Responses by Sexual Orientation Cohortfor Survey Item 22b: To
ldentifY a Potential Sexual Partner
Interest in Sexual Orientation of
Potential Sexual Partner
1 00 ....----�
80 -+------�
60 -+-------1-1.J..U-.<.O--�
40 -+-----

3 9 . 7%

20 +----0 +---Heterosexual n = 468

Non-Heterosexual n = 1 06

The difference between the response frequencies of each cohort across the two survey
items previously analyzed is interesting. On one hand, it seems that when seeking or meeting a
potential romantic or sexual partner the person of interest's sexual orientation would be relevant
(i.e., it is l ikely not advantageous to be romantically or sexually interested in individual with a
different sexual orientation). It is clear that non-heterosexual individuals reported that they
would become interested in another's sexual orientation to identify a potential romantic or sexual
partner with greater frequency than did participants in the heterosexual orientation cohort, and
from the chi-square test of independence we can conclude, that there is a relationship between an
individual' s sexual orientation and their response patterns.
Theory and research on the significant influence of heteronormativity appears to provide
a useful analytical lens to explain these findings. Belonging to the dominant heterosexual
community affords heterosexuals a certain privilege in the social world. This particular area of
research further suggests that heteronormativity influences the everyday social lives of all
individuals and consequently results in heterosexuality being considered "normal" and (for the
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Kazyak, 2009). Consequently, heterosexuals ' sexual orientation is

l ess salient to them than to those with non-heterosexual sexual orientations.

In

other words, the

privileged status of heterosexuality can mean that heterosexual individuals simply assume that
the persons to whom they are romantically or sexually attracted are, l ike themselves, "normal"
and, so heterosexual. However, those who are not heterosexual experience sexual orientation in a
much different way and, aware of their own "non-normative" sexual orientation are also much
more cognizant of the potential for other's non-normative sexual orientations.
Martin (2009) furthers this notion in a study exploring the ways in which mothers
normalize heterosexuality with their children. The research suggests that although a great
number of other sources (e.g. media, peers, and other adults) contributed to the socialization of
heteronormativity, certainly primary caregivers play a very important role. The mothers Martin
studied, from very early on, assumed that their children will grow up to be heterosexual and
socialized their children to see romance, love, weddings, and marriage as heterosexual (p. 20 1 )

.

Of the 63 1 mothers that Martin interviewed, 62 % of mothers made no statements about
homosexuality or gay and lesbian individuals to their children. Thus, the mother reinforces the
idea that heterosexuality is normal and, in effect, non-heterosexuality doesn't exist in the young
child's social world. As noted above, children are socialized in a variety of ways and are likely to
be exposed to a gay or lesbian individual at some point. However, the non-existence of non
heterosexuality in the child's social world supports the notion of heterosexuality being the
"normal" and expected sexual orientation. As such, the socialization process of children often
perpetuates dominant cultural values of heterosexuality, contributes to the taken-for-granted
status of heterosexuality, and inadvertently socializes children to identify non-heterosexual
orientations as deviant and abnormal. Furthermore, this socialization process of children affects
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children who do, in fact, grow up to b e heterosexual by making their particular sexual orientation
expected. H ence, when these heterosexual children mature and are seeking to identify a potential
romantic or sexual partner, sexual orientation is given less consideration because the assumption
is that a potential romantic partner or sexual partner will be l ike them, which is heterosexual.
The hegemonic force of a dominant culture can, then, explain the lower reported
responses of the heterosexual cohort since they generally assume heterosexuality on the part of a
potential romantic or sexual partner. It also, illuminates the results of the non-heterosexual
cohort. For non-heterosexual children raised in a heteronormative society their sexual orientation
will necessarily be more salient to them because it differs from the "norm". In Martin's (2009)
research of the 63 1 mothers interviewed, only 6% were preparing for the possibility that their
child may not be heterosexual. The parenting strategies of these mothers included teaching their
children to be more "open-minded" about sexuality and to not convey expectations of either
heterosexuality or non-heterosexuality. Although these mothers actively communicated that there
is no "right" or "wrong" sexual orientation, a much more common sentiment among Martin' s
sampl e was fo r these mothers t o simply "hope for the best" (p. 203) (i.e., the "best" being to raise
a heterosexual child).
Furthermore, these mothers tended to only passively introduce ideas and information into
the child's social world about non-heterosexualilty. This passive strategy included addressing
particular issues concerning sexual orientation only when a situation arose and, doing so in a
manner that included explanations such as differing lifestyles or different types of love. The
implication for the child remains, however, that while non-heterosexual individuals do exist, they
are "different" and "unusual" from the heterosexual nonn. Consequently, mothers "marked"
non-heterosexuality as being deviant. Thus, for non-heterosexual children, the childhood
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socialization process and living i n a heteronormative world makes their sexual orientation and
the sexual orientation of others more salient when seeking to identify a potential romantic or
sexual partner.
As Cameron and Kulick (2003) argue:
One of the privileges enj oyed by dominant groups in general is that their identities and
modes of [behaviors] are rarely scrutinized in the same way as the identities and
[behaviors] of subordinate groups. Subordinated groups are 'marked': thus we talk about
' women writers' but not 'men writers', ' Black politicians' but not 'white politicians',
' gay TV personalities' but not ' straight TV personalities ' . Dominant groups, on the other
hand, are 'unmarked' : to be white/male/straight is the default standard for being human.
(p. 1 5 3 - 1 54)
As such, the difference between the two sexual orientation cohorts interest in another' s sexual
orientation to identify a potential romantic or sexual partner makes perfect sense. As such, it is
reasonable to expect individuals who are non-heterosexual (or [non]"default") to be more
interested in another's sexual orientation when identifying a potential romantic or sexual partner
than are heterosexuals.
The assumption of heterosexuality concerning a potential romantic or sexual partner was
also very evident in the interview data. Many of the interview participants discussed how they
are often assumed to be heterosexual and how this assumption i s communicated in the most
ordinary interactions. For the participants, there seemed to be a balance between understanding
the social world within which they live and their awareness of their own sexual orientation. The
participants struggled with others' assumption that they were heterosexual and how that
assumption impacted both their personal and professional lives. The subsequent transcribed
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segment comes from the interview with the 23 -year-old female participant who self-identifies as
a lesbian and reports being completely comfortabl e with her sexual orientation.
>> Interviewer:
Right. Okay, for the next question. Please take a minute to think about times in your life
when you wanted to communicate your sexual orientation to another person. What was
the s ituation for the first one you think about - for the first one you remembered and why
were you interested in communicating your sexual orientation?

>> Participant:
Okay, actually the first one that comes to mind urn [Name omitted] one of the women
that i s the office>> Interviewer:
A person - a coworker that you work with?
>> Participant:
Yeah. Yeah she's uh basically the office secretary. We were doing a set of interviews of
this new position at work and there was this - there were two women that interviewed
and an older gentleman that interviewed and one young guy that interviewed. And she
has like ·no idea, where all of the other people I work with are pretty much aware.
>> Interviewer:
Of?
>> Participant:
Of my sexuality. Umm and she is not, just because I ' m not 1 00% sure what her stance on
that is. I - I just don't know. So I don't know how to gauge what her reaction would be.
So I haven't said anything about it yet. So this young gentleman is coming in for this
interview. And she was telling me all about it saying "oh he looked pretty cute and all".
I ' m l ike you know. And I - I wanted to say something about it, but it was a professional
setting because we were about to interview somebody and it's not exactly the time to say
"oh yea no I'm not."
>> Interviewer:
So she was implying that because of how cute he was?
>> Participant:
Yeah. Yeah, she was trying to set me up with him. Basically. Like she said something
like to me before she brought him in like "go brush your hair real quick."
>> Interviewer:
Oh, so she was telling you to go make yourself pretty, so he'd be interested?
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>> Participant:
Exactly.
>> Interviewer:
So she's not aware.
>> Participant:
Yeah, and it wasn't the right situation to tell her I wouldn't be interested even if my hair
was brushed.
This segment of interaction nicely illustrates the everyday assumption of heterosexuality
by heterosexuals and the salience of "non-normative" sexual orientations by non-heterosexuals.
In this case, the office assistant assumed the participant is heterosexual when she made the
suggestion to the participant to "make herself pretty" in order to gain the romantic interest of the
male job app licant who is also assumed to be heterosexual. The office assistant's assumption of
heterosexuality is problematic for the participant because she is not heterosexual and it also
suddenly makes her sexual orientation. As the participant stated, she believes the office assistant
isn't aware that she i s a lesbian. Consequently, the participant must now deal with this
assumption of her sexual orientation in some manner. Hence, this segment reveals interactional
challenges faced by individuals who are non-heterosexual are assumed to be heterosexual. The
particular conversational exigency the participant must address typifies the dilemma Kitizinger
(2005) describes: "For the 'normal' heterosexual participant, nothing special is happening" (p.
255). It is, then, not surprising that non-heterosexuals orient to another's sexual orientation much
more frequently than do heterosexuals when seeking to identify a potential romantic or sexual
partner because the assumption of heterosexuality is present in their ordinary lives.
Identify a Potential Friend

The survey results for the third option "To identify a potential friend" bear some
resemblance to the first two options, with the maj ority of participants in each sexual orientation
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cohort selecting thi s option. A chi-square test for independence analyzed the data from Survey
Item 22c: sexual orientation cohorts and interest in another's sexual orientation to identify a
potential friend. All expected cell frequencies were greater than five. Table 4.3 . 1 displays the
contingency table computed from the response set.
Table 4.3 . 1 : Frequency ofResponses for Survey Item 22c: To Identify a Potential Friend
Sexual Orientation Cohort
Non-Heterosexual
Heterosexual
Item 22c: To Identify a Potential Friend
77
244
Observed
26 1 .7
59.3
Expected
There is a statistically significant association between sexual orientation and interest in another' s
sexual orientation to identify a potential friend, x2 ( 1 )

=

1 4. 742, p < .000 1 . The result from this

analysis conducted on Survey Item 22c suggest a relationship exists between the two variables in
question: sexual orientation and orienting to another's sexual orientation to identify a potential
friend. That is the participant's sexual orientation and response to this survey item are not
independent of each other, and the response patterns did not occur by chance.
The survey results indicate that 52. 1 % (244) of participants in the heterosexual
orientation cohort chose this particular option, while 72 .6% ( 7 7) of the non-heterosexual
participants selected this choice. Chart 4.3.2, below, presents the frequency of responses for each
sexual orientation cohort for this survey item. Although the majority of each cohort selected this
option, non-heterosexual individuals selected this reason with greater frequency than did
participants in the heterosexual cohort. The difference between the two cohorts is of interest and
one promising line of research that offers insight into the large disparity of responses between
the two cohorts is research concerning friendships between individuals with differing sexual
orientations.
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Chart 4.3 .2: Percentage ofResponses by Sexual Orientation Cohortfor Survey Item 22c:
To Identify a Potential Friend
Interest in Sexual Orientation of
Potential Friend
1 00 ...----�
80 +-------_q.q-=i�---�
60 ;---�---,�i-r
---
. 40 +----20 -+----0 +---Heterosexual n = 468

Non-Heterosexual n = 1 06

Friendships are unique interpersonal relationships that are distinguished from other types
of relationships by the voluntary interdependence of the friends and its sole purpose is its own
existence (Ferh, 1 996; Sias et. al, 2008). Friends provide individuals with a means of fulfilling
basic needs for intimacy and are related to many psychosocial benefits, such as, companionship,
affection, social support, mutual assistance, intimacy, self-validation, social adjustment, and
personal happiness (Buote et. al, 2007; Demir et al., 20 1 1 ; Morman, Schrodt,

&

Tomes, 20 1 3).

Although there are clear advantages of having close friends, and noth men and women desire
closeness in their friendships, the manner in which closeness is achieved is heavily influenced by
perceptions of social appropriateness and normative behavior expectations (Swain, 1 989; Wood
&

Inman, 1 993). And while there is evidence that friendships exist across sexual orientations,

they are relatively uncommon as there is a disproportionate tendency for individuals to develop
interpersonal relationships with individuals who share the same sexual orientation because
friendships in general are more likely to develop between individuals with similar characteristics
(Duck, 1 99 1 ). Research on homosociality also supports the notion that individuals prefer friends
similar to themselves (Johnson, 1 989).
As such, it is not surprising that both non-heterosexual and heterosexual individuals
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sometimes orient to another's sexual orientation when identifying a potential friend because it
may be perceived to be easier to maintain a friendship when each member is from the same
cultural community. Additionally, as the dominant cultural community's values influence the
manner in which closeness is achieved in a friendship, heterosexuals may intentionally avoid
close friendships with non-heterosexuals out of concern for the way in which others perceive
their own sexual identity in their cultural community (Glick et al., 2007; Marsiglio, 1 993; Mohr
&

Sedlacek, 2000). That is, if heterosexuals initiate a friendship with a non-heterosexual

individual, then they may have their own sexual orientation questioned by others. Consequently
it may be advantageous to identify another's sexual orientation before becoming friends to avoid
a relationship with another that may violate normative behavior expectations (Tropp, 2006;
Tropp & Pettigrew, 2005). Hence, as Barrett (20 1 3) suggested, the fear of being l abeled "gay" is
a powerful motivator and regulator which often influences our interactions. Moreover, should a
friendship occur, the inter-group, or in this case, cross-sexual orientation friendship does not
erase the status difference between the dominant heterosexual culture and marginalized non
heterosexual co-culture.
However, while this explanation does account for the small majority of individuals in the
heterosexual orientation cohort, it doesn't explain the much higher percentage of non
heterosexuals selecting this option. This finding is perhaps best explained by membership in a
non-dominant cultural community, specifically being a member of the non-heterosexual cultural
community. For non-heterosexuals, seeking a friend with the same-sex orientations may be
useful because it provides an opportunity for disclosing personal information which may not
always be by members of the dominant heterosexual community. Previous studies have found
that non-heterosexual individuals are burdened with the great deal of interpersonal relational
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maintenance demands needed to maintain relationships with heterosexual friends (Anderson,
2002; Muraco, 2005). For example, non-heterosexuals may not discuss their romantic or sexual
interests in another, avoid discussions about romantic or sexual lives, and limit physical
closeness so as to avoid individuals from attributing their behaviors to their sexual orientation.
The non-disclosure of information then inhibits an intimate relationship formation- or at least
make it very one-sided. Additionally, when non-heterosexuals don't reproduce the
heteronormative practices and asswnptions of same-sex friendships, conflict can occur (Hekma,
1 998). Thus, it is not surprising that non-heterosexuals do orient to another's sexual orientation

to identify a potential friend with much greater frequency than heterosexuals as it serves very
pragmatic purposes to help facilitate smoother interactions.
While the survey data illustrates that interest in another's sexual orientation to identify a
potential friend is something that the majority of each sexual orientation cohorts selected, the
interview data revealed how cultural membership, specifically sexual orientation, becomes
relevant when identifying a potential friend. The transcript segment below comes from interview
9002 (see Appendix D) which was conducted with a 22 year old male identifying as exclusively
gay, who reports being completely comfortabl e with his sexual orientation. In the segment
below, the participant reports orienting to another's sexual orientation as a way to understand the
possibility of some sort of relationship.
>> Interviewer:
If you could think about a time in your life when you wanted to determine another's
sexual orientation, if you could please tell me about what the time was, what the situation
was and why you were interested in determining their sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Uh I guess sometimes it just trying to see if they're other peopl e similar to me or like me.
I mean sometimes it's maybe to see if they're be interested in me but it's kind of also
about meeting others who are like me or maybe have the same interests as me because
we're both gay. It's weird but it's nice not being the only one of something. It's kind of a
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sense of belonging to something. I remember a time when I was the coffee shop I work at
and [a male customer] he ordered something from me. There was a lot of eye contact. I
mean a lot. Then he actually said something to me. I mean I was working but we rather
struck up a friendship and it went from there.
>> Interviewer:
But it started from eye contact.
>> Participant:
Yeah then progressed into small talk and eventually [the customer] he asked me out on a
date. But before he asked me out on a date the whole time I was trying to figure out if he
was j ust a friendly person or what his intent was. I guess I needed to determine his sexual
orientation to see where I could maybe l ead the conversation to or maybe topics or I
guess how uh I could accomplish whatever I wanted to at that time in our conversation.
In this segment, the participant indicated that he was originally was curious about the
customer' s sexual orientation after the customer maintained a great deal of eye contact with him,
and while the participant doesn't infer any sexual or romantic interest, he did conclude that the
customer was in some way interested. Moreover, the participant reports that his own interest in
the customer' s sexual orientation stems from interest in whether he and the customer might share
similar interests because they're both gay. The participant continues to suggest that it's about
feeling as if they both belong to a shared community and that "it's nice not being the only one of
something". H ence, shared membership in a non-dominant cultural community can provide the
groundwork for future friendship for this participant.
As noted earlier, research suggests non-heterosexuals utilize many communicative
strategies to maintain relationships with heterosexual friends. In the transcript segment below,
the 23-year old male participant, who identifies as exclusively gay. This segment reveals
different communicative strategies used with his heterosexual friends in order to avoid conflict
related to his sexual orientation and to ensure his heterosexual friends are comfortable around
him.
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>> Interviewer:
Do you think there are occasions when you want conceal your sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Yes.
>> Interviewer:
Can you p lease describe that?
>> Participant:
Well it would like be because I ' rn in a new place that I uh- I didn't know anything about
and I- you know I didn ' t know. So you know I didn't want to you know corne out
flaming and have that be that the wrong thing to do. Uh. But it's easier I ((pause)). I- I
((pause)) I hide my sexual orientation when I don 't know the situation, the atmosphere, or
what it's like. Or if l- if l know what it's like and coming out would cause- would cause
unnecessary problems for me or cause problems for people I care about like my friends or
whatever. Um or- uh if there- if there could be a threat to someone 's safety. However, I
don't think that I'm walking around announcing that I'm gay around uh- around every
comer. So I guess I just become a lot more aware of my own sexual orientation and kind
of- I kind of make sure I don't you know stand out or whatever. I uh. I j ust try to fit in
and say what I need to in that scenario.
In this segment, the participant reports being aware of the potential for his sexual
orientation to cause "unnecessary problems for people he cares about and, so, strategically
changing his communicative behaviors to "fit in" and "say what I need to in that scenario".
Again, this participant is revealing the communicative strategies that he employs to address
relational and identity concerns. Additionally, the participant's acknowledgment that his sexual
orientation could cause unnecessary problems for him and his relational partners suggests that he
is routinely monitoring what he says, how he says it, and must assess each communicative
situation independently. Also, the participant' s acknowledgement that by communicating
information that may inadvertently disclose his sexual orientation in unfamiliar environments
illuminates the way in which the participant monitors his environment for personal safety threats.
It' s c lear that he feels presented with very real pragmatic concerns that make his sexual
orientation relevant. The segment below continues where the segment above ended. In this
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excerpt, the participant, details specific strategies he uses to conform to the heteronormative
world.
>> Interviewer:
How do you do this?
>> Participant:
Hide my sexual orientation?
>> Interviewer:
Yes or conceal based on the specific situation you 're in at that time.
>> Participant:
Change my body language. Change the way I speak. I try not to gesture. I may kind of uh
try to speak at a lower pitch. I kind of just adapt to the mannerisms and language of those
around me. Or of ((pause)) whatever is- well honestly I guess I ' m going to try to become
straighter. For example, if a waitress walks by this time in a b ar and these straight guys
are there and I'm trying to not disclose my sexual orientation - if they said something
like "man she looks really hot tonight" I may reply something like "yeah she looks pretty
good". But I wouldn't I uh- I wouldn't be the first to bring that up either.
>> Interviewer:
Do you feel l ike you have to adapt to your surroundings or the context?
>> Participant:
Yeah. I mean I can say "yeah she's hot or attractive" and not really uh- I can just be
commenting on the fact that a person is attractive. I don ' t know. It' s weird. It's kind of a
pain in the ass sometimes. I can say- uh. Well sometimes it's tiresome.
The participant reports that he changes his body language, the way he speaks, and adapts
to the situations in an effort to reproduce heteronormativity. Moreover, the participant describes
these events as "tiresome" at times which supports the notion that friendships may be easier for
same-sexual orientations. That is, as the participant reports that conforming to heteronormative
behaviors requires a great deal of energy, he implies that being in the company of nonheterosexuals is less tiresome. Furthermore, as discussed previously, both interactional parties
may deal with this i ssue with cross-sexual orientation friendships That is, for the heterosexual, it
may be burdensome as well, because they want to maintain their relationship with their non-
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heterosexual friend, which results in similar efforts. As such, while heterosexuals may no orient
to another's sexual orientation with the same level of frequency as do non-heterosexuals, it
simply isn't necessary. Consequently, for the non-heterosexual individual orienting to another's
sexual orientation to identify a potential friend offers benefits that are not needed by members of
the heterosexual community.
Identify Shared Values/Worldview

&

New Social Networks

It would appear that both options Survey Item 22d and Survey Item 22e (to identify
another with shared values/worldview or to identify potential new social networks) concern
similar motivations, and so, these two options are analyzed together in this section.
The fourth option a participant was able to indicate as a reason for orienting to another's
sexual orientation was Survey Item 22d: To identify another who shares my values/worldview.
This option had a similar response frequency trend as the findings discussed in the preceding
sections. A chi-square test for independence was conducted between the sexual orientation
cohorts and the participant's interest in another's sexual orientation to identify another who
shares my values/worldviews. Table 4.4. 1 displays the results of the 2x2 contingency table
computed from the response set.
Table 4.4. 1 : Frequency ofResponses for Survey Item 22d: To Identify Another who Shares my
Values/Worldview
Sexual Orientation Cohort
Heterosexual
Non-Heterosexual
Item 22d: To Identify Another with Shared
Values/Worldviews
63
1 82
Observed
45.2
1 99 . 8
Expected
All expected cell frequencies were greater than five. There is a statistically significant
association between sexual orientation and interest in another's sexual orientation to identify
another with shared values/worldview, x2 ( 1 ) = 1 4.9 1 1 ,p < . 0005 . The result from this analysis
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indicated that the response frequencies did not occur by chance and a relationship exists between
the two variables in question: sexual orientation and orienting to another's sexual orientation to
identify another with shared values/worldview.
The responses indicated that 3 8 . 9% ( 1 82) of participants in the heterosexual orientation
cohort chose this option while 59.4%

(63) of the non-heterosexual participants selected it. Chart

4.4.2, below, presents the frequency of responses for each sexual orientation cohort. The
difference between the two sexual orientation cohorts ' response frequencies is of interest and is
discussed at detail .
Chart 4.4.2: Percentage of Responses by Sexual Orientation Cohort.for Survey Item 22d: Identifj;
Another who Shares my Values/Worldviews
Interest in Sexual Orientation to Identify
Shared Values/Worldviews
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The fifth survey option explored was Survey Item 22e: To identify social networks I may
want to join. This participate option concerns the participant orienting to another's sexual
orientation to identify social networks that may have similar interests or shared values with the
participant. A chi-square test for independence was conducted for Survey Item 22e. Results
were computed using a 2x2 contingency table comprised of the sexual orientation cohort by the
interest in another's sexual orientation to identify new social networks to join. All expected cell
frequencies were greater than five. Table 4.4.3 displays the contingency table computed from the
response set.
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Table 4.4.3 : Frequency of Responses for Survey Item 22e: To Identify Potential Social Networks
Sexual Orientation Cohort
Heterosexual
Item 22e: To Identify Potential Social
Non-Heterosexual
Networks
Observed
29
89
Expected
96.2
2 1 .8
There was no statistically significant association between sexual orientation and interest
in another's sexual orientation to identify potential social networks, x2 ( 1 )

=

3 .682, p = .055. That

is, there is no relationship between the two variables in question, even though their response
frequencies may differ.
Although, there is no relationship between the two variables the results are still
interesting. The survey results for Survey Item 22e indicate that 19 .0% of individuals in the
heterosexual orientation cohort indicated this option, while 2 7.4% of individuals in the nonheterosexual orientation cohort chose it. Chart 4.4.4, below, presents the frequency of responses
for each sexual orientation cohort.
Chart 4.4.4: Percentage of Responses by Sexual Orientation Cohort for Survey Item 22e: To
Identi Potential Social Networks to Join
Interest in Sexual Orientation to Identify
Social Networks to Join
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The difference of each cohort's response frequencies is interesting. The data reveals that
while there is a relationship between sexual orientation and the participant's response for sexual
orientation and to identify another with shared values/worldview, there is no relationship
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between sexual orientation and social networks. From this it is clear that individuals do
understand c ertain values and worldview as being shared by those with similar sexual
orientations, the participants do not view the values and worldview of specific social groups
being related to sexual orientation. That is individuals seem to orient to another's sexual
orientation to identify people - not necessarily social networks as they may have many people
with differing worldviews.
Theory and research supporting these findings explores concepts of community and
solidarity- specificall y in the LGBTQ community. A great deal of research links the LGBTQ
community to the ' shared experiences of a transgressive sexuality' (Wilkinson et al ., 20 1 2), a
more predominant and promising line of research focuses on shared values and worldviews of
LGBTQ individuals within a particular community. This research refutes the notion that the
reasons individuals belong to that specific community is because of their experience with sexual
acts (Barrett and Pollack, 200 5 ; Taylor and Rupp, 2006). That is, one's sexual partners and
sexual practices don't indicate membership or identification within a particular community. For
example, the idea that sexual practices don't necessarily indicate community membership is seen
in research that describe 'men who have sex with men' (MSM) and ' women who have sex with
women (WSW), as these individuals may never identify with a particular LGBTQ community
(Rowe and Dowsett, 2008). As such, being a part of a community with shared values and a
similar worldview has little to do with one's sexual behavior. Thus, individuals may orient to
another's sexual orientation to identify similar values/worldviews, but not orient to another's
sexual orientation to identify those groups (or social networks).
Wilkinson et al., (20 1 2) further this notion in their study of 5 062 non-heterosexual men
and conclude that relevant personal communities are important to non-heterosexual men as
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recognizing another with shared values and sharing a similar worldview helps to achieve basic
needs such as sex, love, friendship, belonging, and place. Thus, these communities provide a way
in which individuals are able to fulfill very basic needs. This notion i s further supported by a
number of researchers who have explored a variety positive impacts communities of shared
values and sharing a similar worldview have on non-heterosexual individuals (Allan and
Phillipson, 2008).
The interview data also revealed information about why shared values/worldview
becomes important in the lives of non-heterosexual individuals. In this transcript segment (see
Appendix F), a 22 year old male, who identifies as exclusively gay reflected upon growing up in
a community who didn't share his values.
>> Interviewer:
As you know members of the heterosexual community develop understandings of their
own sexual orientation very early. However, members of the LGBTQ community have
fewer resources when developing an understanding of their own sexual orientation. So
I'm wondering how you came to understanding your sexual orientation and how old were
you.
>> Participant:
I don't really remember a certain age that I woke up and was like oh I'm gay today. I do
remember when I was young I was involved in church a lot and some of my peers were
starting to show interest in girls but I think I was showing interest in guys. So I think it
was something gradual that I was like oh, I'm gay. Ironically, in the church I was
involved with they teach that homosexuality is wrong, but they sure teach a lot about it.
So I knew what being attracted to guys meant thanks to church.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think that your church's teaching was the only thing that helped you understand
that you were gay, but how did you learn to communicate it to others?
>> Participant:
Well my church didn't really teach me that. (laugh) I guess from j ust living trying things
out and experimenting. I don't know if I even stil l communicate it correctly. I guess it uh
depends a lot of uh the situation.
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This segment of transcript revealed how identifying others with shared values/worldview
may be important in this situation. In this case, the participant is suggesting that his experience of
with one religious organization negatively impacted his understanding of himself. The shared
values I worldview of his church, taught him what being gay meant, but it also taught him that
being gay is wrong. Thus, when he orients to another' s sexual orientation it may he may assume
they share similar beliefs or experiences.
Another transcript except that illuminates how identifying individuals with shared
values/worldview is important because it allows individuals to find "common ground". The
segment comes from an interview with a 34 year old female participant who identifies as
exclusively heterosexual (see Appendix G). Her response reveals that when looking for people
with shared values/shared worldview she orients to their sexual orientation because of her
experience with the LGBTQ community.
>> Interviewer:
What do you think causes you- when you do have those moments that you orient
someone' s particular orientation? Because it's different and I think one of the important
things for people to explore themselves- you've talked about dating a person of a
different ethnicity, which is good. I think it's wonderful, because it gives you a broader
world view. It helps you grow as a person and gives you a broader perspective of people.
>> Participant:
If I have to look at the majority of staff at EIU who I ' m closest to, they are either
African-American or they identify with the LGBTQA component of the LGBTQA group
at EIU, and I think part of that is because of how I was raised. I was always friends with
everybody, but I was always closest to those people who were the underdog type of
people, and so for me it's kind of one of those things of being able to bond with them on
a common ground. They've probably done things that I would do like if somebody called
me from that core group and said, "Hey, there' s going to be an amazing drag show here.
Do you want to go with me?" That's the type of entertainment and those are the type of
people I want to be with. If I feel like it's one of those where it's eating at me, I feel like
probably I'm building that c loser bond or connection with them and it's not like if they
said, "Oh, I ' m straight, I just enjoy this stuff too," then I ' m going to write you off, but
what that does tell me is if they're straight and in that arena, we've had similar life
experiences, and so those are the people that I am looking to connect and bond with,
because I don't want to be with people who aren't progressive to explore the world and
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those options. Do I see myself climbing into bed with a woman? N o , it's j ust not one of
those things that is there for me, but i f that ' s what a female friend of mine wants to do,
then whatever. I know who I am, sexually oriented. I have a really good friend who refers
to me as her ex-wife and I refer to her as my ex-wife. Am I ever going to stop referring to
her as my ex-wife? No. Am I a lesbian? No. Do people who don ' t know us understand
that? N o . People who know us don ' t understand that.
The participant admits that the way in which she was raised has influenced the reason
why she orients to another's sexual orientation as she links non-heterosexual orientations to
particular activities/events that she too enjoys. Thus, she ' s orienting to a particular cultural
community in an effort to experience part of the cultural events/rituals. Furthermore, her
comment regarding "bonding" and "underdog" suggests that she recognizes the difficulties nonheterosexuals face from being a member of a non-dominant cultural community. In another
segment of this same transcript, the participant reveals how while living in the "gay district" of
Miami he wanted everyone to know his sexual orientation, but when he changed living locations
he began not to "announce" his sexual orientation.
>> Interviewer:
Do you ever attempt to conceal your sexual orientation or become more open about it
based on the environment you 're in?
>> P articipant:
Yes, I was in Miami last year and I was pretty open about my sexual orientation there
kind of because I lived in the "gay district" so I wanted to make sure everyone knew I
was gay. In concealing my sexual orientation well when I first came to school I tried to
be a little more conservative about my sexual orientation.
>> Interviewer:
So when you first came to school people in your classes didn ' t know your sexual
orientation.
>> Participant:
Yeah I didn ' t really see why I would really need to confirm or deny it. I guess I didn 't try
to conceal it but I didn 't j ust announce it.
What is c lear from this particular segment is that the community within which one resides may
have certain shared values or a similar worldview that would enable the individual to
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communicate his/her sexual orientation or not. As such, an individual may orient to another's
sexual orientation for community affiliation.
Interest in Sexual Orientation Just to Know

The final option pa1iicipants were able to indicate as a reason they would orient to
another' s sexual orientation was Survey Item 22f: Just to Know. Survey responses were analyzed
by conducting a chi-square test for independence between each sexual orientation cohort and the
responses for Survey Item: 22f. All expected cell frequencies were greater than five. Table 4.5 . 1
displays the 2x2 contingency table computed from the response set.
Table 4.5 . 1 : Frequency of Responses for Survey Item 22f Just to Know
Sexual Orientation Cohort
Heterosexual
Non-Heterosexual
Item 22f: Just to Know
41
203
Observed
45 . 1
1 98 . 9
Expected
There was no statistically significant relationship between sexual orientation and interest in
another's sexual orientation just to know, x2 ( 1 ) = . 790, p = .377.
However, it is worth noting that this was the only option in that the heterosexual cohort
selected this choice with greater frequency than did non-heterosexuals . The results for Survey
Item 22f indicate that 43 .4% (203) of individuals in the heterosexual orientation cohort indicated
this particular option, while 3 8 . 7% ( 4 1 ) of individuals in the non-heterosexual orientation cohort
chose this option. Chart 4.5 .2, below, presents the frequency of responses for each sexual
orientation cohort.
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Chart 4.5.2: Percentage ofResponses by Sexual Orientation Cohort for Survey Item 22f Interest
in Another 's Sexual Orientation Just to Know
Interest in Sexual Orientation to Just to Know
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Moreover, although the chi-square test indicates the results are not significant, the results may
further support that those in the dominant cultural community are less reflective about their own
sexual orientation, considering it the norm, and their reason for orienting to another's sexual
orientation is a result of uncertainty or deviation from heteronormativity.
The interview data reveled nothing about this option . However, there was a great deal of
tension that was revealed by the participants. At times, they too j ust wondered about another' s
sexual orientation, but didn't want to come o ff as "being stereotypical". At other times, their
curiosity about another' s sexual orientation had little to do with their conversational partner, and
more to do with practical concerns they faced being non-heterosexual.
The segment of transcript below, from the 23 year old female, who identifies as a lesbian,
nicely illustrates this tension (see Appendix C).
>> Interviewer:
So do you think that some people are better at determining others ' sexual orientation or
do you think that some maybe are more expressive of their sexual orientation.
>> Participant:
Yes, I think that as you kind of go through life you just kind of learn how to understand
or pick up on things that other gay or lesbian people are saying. I do think that some
maybe are better at expressing their sexual orientation, but I think a lot of it depends on
maybe how comfortable they feel with those they're talking with. It's kind of a paradox.
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In your case, maybe you picked up on the fact I would be comfortable with your sexual
orientation so you were able to just be more open about yourself. I'm really not sure. But,
sometimes there are some people who don't have these traits. Like if you're out at a bar,
trying to meet someone, then I guess if you don't have those traits then it could be a real
problem conveying that information to others. Ways that kind of allow other gay people
to kind of have those traits then it could be a real problem conveying that infonnation to
others. I guess it could be too that some people maybe don't want to or j ust don't take on
those traits because maybe that's just not their personality.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think there are certain strategics you could use to communicate your sexual
orientation?
>> Participant:
Do you mean like in a bar or?
>> Interviewer:
In any context or setting?
>> P articipant:
Like certain strategies with nonverbal cues?
>> Interviewer:
Nonverbal or verbal.
>> Participant:
Yeah I think so, I guess if you really want to. I think it depends a lot on the reason you
want to communicate it. I think maybe for women regardless of the reason, but it can be,
at least in my experience, in the women wear- which is pretty stereotypical I know. Like
wearing masculine clothes, no makeup, and wearing your hair a certain way. I guess. You
know ((pause)) trying to butch it up.
The participant' s referral to traits is important. One on hand, she reports that non-heterosexual
people have certain markers indicating their sexual orientation, but on the other hand, she is
reporting that it ' s contextual and a learned process that depends on a great number of factors.
Her example of wearing makeup and clothing supports the notion that certain artifacts may be
attributed to certain sexual orientations, but relying solely on these items presents challenges
because they fail to recognize the importance of interaction.
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Additionally, the participants reveal a great deal about paiiicular word choices/phrases
that may indicate another' s sexual orientation. However, again there was this tension in being
perceived as stereotypical, and relying on what is said to identify another' s sexual orientation. In
the interview segment below, a 22 year old male, who identifies as exclusively homosexual,
reveals this tension.
>> Interviewer:
When you were in these different occasions when you wanted to determine another' s
sexual orientation how did you go about doing it? I mean what kind o f information do
you use?
>> Participant:
I just sometimes quietly observe people. Their body language, word usage. And I uh I
kind of what they say. I don't know. It' s hard to just say.
>> Interviewer:
What are some of the words you think they use?
>> Participant:
Well it doesn 't necessarily have to be specific words. Maybe their conversations- what
they' re talking about. But some words, I guess I don 't know too many straight guys that
use the same words that I do. Like "girl" or "bitch" I mean they use those words but it's
kind of how they use them compared to how I use them. For example, I ' d start my
sentence off with "Girl". I dunno. I guess I don't see straight guys playing with words the
way gay guys do.
>> Interviewer:
Okay, so if I was talking with someone and I said "Girl did you see that movie last night"
how would you interpret that?
>> Participant:
Well I think I ' d feel l ike you were using that word outside of its intended meaning and I
maybe would become aware of you sexual orientation or maybe j ust kind of think hmm
maybe he' s not straight. I dunno it' s hard to say. I wouldn' t necessarily uh make a
judgment about someone ' s sexual orientation based on a word, but I maybe uh may
become more aware of the possibility of their sexual orientation isn 't completely straight.
>> Interviewer:
In your experience, do you think that ce1iain words used in conversations may just denote
a closeness with that person 's conversation partner?
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>> Participant:
Yeah maybe, but I think there' s a lot of context involved. I mean words carry many
meanings and how they're used can carry even more meanings. It' s just in my experience
that straight guys don 't really use certain words in certain ways. But LGBTQ individuals
kind of talk or use words in similar ways.
In this segment, the participant reports that word choices carry certain meanings. In some ways,
they mark one ' s sexual orientations, but again, the participant "doesn' t want to sound
stereotypical". Regardless, the participants seem to be conflicted about gaydar and report that of
identifying another's sexual orientation by relying on physical characteristics and simple ways of
talk are on one hand stereotypical, but on the other, an understanding and interpreting a variety
of communicative cues can are a useful resource.
Additionally, besides the tension expressed by the participants, the interview data also
revealed that non-heterosexuals oriented to other people' s sexual orientation, not necessarily just
to know, but for pragmatic reasons not discussed. One of the most predominant reasons was
safety, comfort, and living conditions. Tn interview segment below, a 23 year old male, who self
i dentifies as exclusively gay, discusses these pragmatic concerns.
>> Interviewer:
What about another time you were interested in communicating your sexual orientation.
If you could tell me about the situation and why you were interested in communicating it
to another. It doesn't have to be anything life changing just whatever comes into your
mind.
>> P articipant:
Um about two years. I think this would be about uh 20 1 0 when I first came to Eastern
Illinois University. Um I ((pause)) I uh ((pause)) On my floor ((pause)) I didn't come out
uh- to other people on my floor. I had a room to myself so I didn 't have a roommate that I
had to come out to. But I didn't come out to the other people on my floor.
>> Interviewer:
Your floor mates?
>> Participant:
Yeah my floor mates. Uh for uh a few days or so. Maybe a week. I can ' t recall exactly,
but um ((pause)) I finally did- when I did- I finally did come out to them uh when we
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were walking- uh when we were walking back from lunch. I kind o f u h made- I kind of
made a joke about it. To kind of smooth the ice over kind of thing. And uh they were
totally uh they were totally fine with it.
>> Interviewer:
Why did you want to communicate it?
>> Participant:
I ((pause)) felt the need- I felt I wanted to communicate it because I wanted them to know
more about me and my life. They're friends of mine. I wanted them to know just for that
reason. Also me personally if l'm going to be living - if l ' m uh if l'm uh- if l'm going to
be living with- If I ' m going to be living in close proximity with other people, using the
same shower room and sharing a private space I feel that I guess I do have a
responsibility to at least let them know. I know that uh . I know that not every- not
everyone would feel that way. But at least for me I guess that ' s why I felt I wanted to
communicate my sexual- communicate that I 'm gay to them. Just to let them know.
Again, I understand that not everyone shares this view point and I don ' t hold it against
them if they don't. But I guess I don' t want to make people uncomfortable just- Uh just
because I ' m around and we're you know forced to share a shower room together.
>> Interviewer:
When you talk about that, actually you mention you have a responsibility.
>> Participant:
Yeah, they h ave a right to be comfortable in their own homes.
>> Interviewer:
Why do you think they wouldn' t be comfortable?
>> Participant:
It' s not so much that I thought that they wouldn' t be comfortable. Again, I had been
friends with them for a little while so- I guess I had some sense of who they were or what
their feelings about certain things are. But ((pause)) uh- I mean- I uh- some people will
always surprise you. It's uh- it's ((pause)) not so much that they wouldn't be, that's not
the issue. That 's not the issue. The i ssue is that it's something they should know- so I uh
I gave them the information.
The participant is discussing his experience first coming to college. He states that he didn't have
a roommate so wasn ' t concerned about coming out to that person; however, he fel t he needed to
come out to his floor mates. It' s possible that the joke served as a communicative strategy that he
could either deny or use to determine his floor mates ' tolerance of non-heterosexuality. His
suggestion that he has a "responsibility" to tell people with whom he is sharing space with in
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close proximity clearly buys into the notion that heterosexuals understand homosexuality is in
some way a deviant sexual orientation. The idea of responsibility, suggests that it was his "job'',
as the deviant individuals to take correct actions to put the non-offenders at ease. And while he
may be embracing his marginalized status, it is possible he' s just doing what is necessary to
prevent future problematic interactions. When asked if he thought his floor mates would be
uncomfortable, the participant defended his fri ends by implying the question asked was
inherently problematic. The repair reveals that he believes that heterosexual individuals should
be infonned about the orientations of non-heterosexuals. Ironically, through this implication he
suggests that people are assumed to be heterosexuals. That is, it may not have been necessary to
disclose his sexual orientation if they were all non-heterosexual. Thus, the participant' s report
clearly illustrates how heterosexuality is assumed and taken for granted by both heterosexuals
and non-heterosexuals.
Conclusion

Research question one asked "What occasions interest in another person 's sexual
orientation, i.e. what makes the sexual orientation of another relevant to interactants in ordinary
conversation?". The findings suggested that interest in another' s sexual orientation is occasioned
for a variety of reasons, but interest in another's sexual orientation is clearly situated in the
interaction itself. Furthermore, the findings suggest that determining the sexual orientation of
another, is relevant for different reasons based on the communicative goals.
With that said, the next chapter concludes this thesis. In the final chapter, the first section
will present two broad conclusions concerning messages about sexual orientation. The second
section addresses the present study's l imitations. The fourth section will conclude thi s chapter
and thesis with a discussion of future research directions.
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Chapter V
Conclusion

The fourth chapter of this thesis is devoted to discussing two broad conclusions from the
present study. This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section offers some broad
conclusions about sexual orientation messages and their study. The second section discusses the
research l imitations of the present study. Finally, the chapter concludes with the third section
which discusses future research directions for the study of messages concerning sexual
orientation.
Sexual Orientation Messages and their Study

The findings discussed in Chapter IV provide great insight into the ways in which sexual
orientation becomes relevant in interactions. Previous studies, discussed in the second chapter
that have focused on physical characteristics and behavior cues that mark sexual orientation are
often over simplistic. They imply sexual orientation is visible at all time if an individual simply
knows what to search for. However, these studies fai l to address how sexual orientation becomes
relevant in a given interaction and at other times does not. Furthermore, these studies do not
address what makes sexual orientation relevant. Of additional concern is many of these studies
often, inadvertently obj ectify non-heterosexual individuals, suggesting that an individual' s
sexual identity i s understood b y mutable characteristics.
The findings from this study also support the notion that human sexuality i s
fundamentally a social phenomenon. That i s , sexual orientation communicated in the presence of
others. Thus, effective studies need to address the fundamentally social nature of this activity. A
much more effective approach to the study of messages about sexual orientation should be
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grounded/situated i n the real l ives o f individuals in their natural ly occurring conversations and
relational lives.
Also the present study' s findings provide evidence that supports the notion that non
heterosexuals go about their lives and communicate in similar ways as heterosexuals. That is, it' s
highly unlikely that either heterosexuals or non-heterosexuals are constantly considering their
sexual orientation and the sexual orientation of others. An individual' s sexual orientation doesn't
become relevant until it does. However, as the findings suggest, heterosexuality is often
overlooked and expected. Consequently, non-heterosexuals ' may orient to their sexual
orientation because they're communicating in a heteronormative world.
Finally, the findings from this research i llustrate an important, yet undeveloped l ine of
research. That is, non-heterosexuals communicate their sexual orientation for very pragmatic
reasons, while heterosexuals do not. Thus, one group of individuals must learn to communicate I
disclose information about themselves that the majority of the population does not. These
pragmatic reasons can then present interactional difficulties which again, do not arise for the
heterosexual population.
As such, if scholars continue to conduct social scientific research on both the
heterosexual and non-heterosexual community, it may be advantageous to explore each group
independently of one another. That is, heterosexual and non-heterosexual individuals have
different experiences, thus comparing the two groups may not be the best method to understand
or gain insight into their lives.
Limitations
A maj or limitation of the present study concerns the age of the sample size. Although
college campuses provide a great venue in which researchers are able to access a large audience,
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they do not necessarily have a representative sample. Furthennore, the descriptive statistics
found that for a number of participants, they did not identify as exclusively heterosexual or
homosexual. A great deal of the participants self-identified as something other. As such, it seems
that sexual orientation is very fluid and that participants in the age range sampled are likely to be
still developing their self-identities and sexual identities. Furthermore, a sample comprised of
older adults would most l ikely yield different results. It could be that as one ages, certain things
become less important. Another limitation in the present study concerns the participants of the
in-depth interviews. A l arger participant sampl e may yield similar or possibly a more complex
corpus of data. Consequently, the interview data is in no way generalizable to a larger audience,
but does begin to illuminate the academy's deficiencies in understanding messages about sexual
orientation.
Future Directions

The findings of this study were interesting and illustrate the need for more research
exploring the interactive nature of human sexuality. Researchers exploring this communicative
phenomenon should explore how messages change across differing demographic variables. It
may prove interesting to conduct a longitudinal study to see how messages about sexual
orientation change over one ' s life span. Furthermore, the notion of heteronormativity was
discussed at great length. Although we, as a society have made great strides in equality for
LGBTQ individuals- specifically this y ear with the fal l of DOMA and Illinois legalizing same
sex marriage, it' s worth noting that heteronormativity is something that is so engrained in our
social world, non-heterosexuals will l ikely sti l l feel as if they must in some way conform to
heteronormative expectations. Finally, as the institution of marriage will soon be extended to all
Illinois families, it may be interesting to explore how same-sex families negotiate sexual
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Appendix A

Research Survey
Greetings,
Thank you for your time and for assisting me with my research regarding interpersonal
communication and intercultural communication. My name is Clinton L. Brown and I am an
honors' undergraduate student majoring in communication studies with an option in
interpersonal communication. I am currently pursuing this research as part of the honors '
research and thesis hours requirement for my degree. This research i s under the supervision of
Dr. Shirley Bell, Professor of Communication at Eastern Illinois University. Your honest
responses are greatly appreciated and will contribute to our understanding of interpersonal
communication and intercultural communication.
The results of my study depend on the open and h onest participation of people l ike you. Your
participation is strictly voluntary and your answers are confidential. Once again, thank you for
your personal contribution. Should you have any further questions or concerns, please do not
hesitate to contact me directly at ciucmnrcscarch 1 2(a)grnail.com or contact Dr. Shirley Bell at
sabell(aJ.eiu.edu .
Q 1 : I have read the above and understand my rights as a research participant.
_J

Yes ( 1 )

, No (2)
Q2 : My sex is:
Female ( 1 )
_ Male (2)

Q3: My age is (indicate in years):

_
_
_
_

Q4: English is the predominant language spoken in my home.
1

Yes ( 1 )

_J No (2)

Q5 : My personality can best be described as (choose one from choices below) :
_J Very Introverted ( 1 )
�

�

Somewhat Introverted (2)
Somewhat Extroverted (3)

_] Very Extroverted (4)
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Q6: My religious commitments can best be described as (choose one from choices below):
l Not Religious ( l )

Slightly Religious (2)
_J

Moderately Religious (3)

:J Very Religious ( 4)

Q7: My sexual orientation can best be described as (choose one from choices below):
Exclusively opposite-sex attracted (exclusively heterosexual) ( I )
J Mostly opposite-sex attracted (mostly heterosexual) (2)
1 Bisexual (3)

Mostly same-sex attracted (mostly homosexual) (4)
Exclusively same-sex attracted (exclusively homosexual) (5)
Q8: I actively consider (i.e. think about) my own sexual orientation when interacti ng with people
(rate your level of agreement) :
=-_j Never ( 1 )

Rarely (2)
_J Sometimes (3)
_J Most of the Time (4)
1 Always (5)

Q9: I am comfortabl e with my own sexual orientation (rate your level of agreement) :
_J Strongly Disagree ( 1 )
_] Disagree (2)
_

Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)
Agree (4)

_

Strongly Agree (5)

Ql 0: When interacting with someone I am able to accurately determine his or her sexual
orientation (rate your level of agreement):
_] Never ( 1 )

Rarely (2)
Sometimes (3)
Most of the Time (4)
_

A lways (5)
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Q 1 1 : When interacting with another person I assume for the most part that they are like me in
sexual orientation (rate your level of agreement):
=i Strongly D isagree ( 1 )
�l Disagree (2)
I
_

Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)
Agree (4)

-1 Strongly Agree (5)

Q 1 2 : For me, detennining if someone is homosexual (i.e. gay or lesbian) from talking with
them is (rate your level of ease):
Very Difficult ( 1 )
=i Difficult (2)
J Neutral (3)
=i Easy (4)

Very Easy (5)
Q 1 3 : For me, determining if someone is heterosexual (i.e. straight) from talking with them is
(rate your level of ease) :
-1

Very Difficult ( 1 )
Difficult (2)

- I Neutral (3)
=i Easy (4)
=i Very Easy (5)

Q 1 4: My experiences are different from most other people because of my sexual orientation (rate
your level of agreement):
=i Strongly Disagree ( 1 )
=:J Disagree (2)

Neither Disagree nor Agree (3)
-

Agree (4)
Strongly Agree (5)
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Q 1 5 : I spend time thinking about how my sexual orientation affects my interactions with others
(rate your l evel of agreement):
Strongly Disagree ( 1 )
J

D isagree (2)

_J Neither Disagree nor Agree (3)
l Agree (4)

Strongly Agree (5)
Q 1 6: In general , heterosexual (straight) people share certain behaviors I behave in similar ways
(rate your level of agreement) :
1

Strongly Disagree ( 1 )
Disagree (2)

_J N either Di sagree nor Agree (3)
· 1 Agree (4)

Strongly Agree (5)
Q 1 7: In general, homosexual (gay or lesbian) people share certain behaviors I behave in similar
ways (rate your level of agreement) :
j Strongly Disagree ( 1 )

__

Disagree (2)
.�

Neither Disagree nor Agree (3)

.-1 Agree (4)
.J Strongly Agree (5)

Q 1 8 : My sexual orientation influences the ways in which I communicate with others (rate your
level of agreement):
� Strongly Disagree ( 1 )
:.J Disagree (2)

=:J Neither Disagree nor Agree (3)
Agree (4)
Strongly Agree (5)
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Q 1 9 : When I was growing up I learned appropriate ways to express my interest to a potential
romantic partner (rate your level of agreement):
� Strong! y D isagree ( 1 )

_J Disagree (2)
l Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)
- i

Agree (4)
Strongly Agree (5)

Q20: Please list a few conversational and I or behavioral cues that may cause you to become
aware of another's sexual orientation
!.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(!)

______

______

__

__

______

______

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Q2 l : When I interact with someone of my same sex for the first time, I pay attention to cues
about his I her sexual orientation (rate your level of agreement) :
_J Never ( 1 )

Rarely (2)
_

_

Sometimes (3)
Most of the Time (4)
Always (5)
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Q22 : When I interact with someone of the opposite sex for the first time, I pay attention to cues
about his I her sexual orientation (rate your level of agreement)
Never ( 1 )
_J

Rarely (2)

J Sometimes (3)
- I

Most of the Time (4)
Always (5)

Q23 : The reasons why I would become interested in another's sexual orientation are (check all
that apply or fil l in your own response):
_J

To identity a potential romantic partner ( 1 )

J To identify a potential sexual partner (2)
__

To identify a potential friend (3)
To identify someone who shares my values I world views (4)

J To identify new social networks I may want to join (5)
I
�-

Just because I want to know (6)
Other (please specify) (7)

J Other (please specify) (8)

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
____
_
_
_
_

-------

Q24: Generally, I assume that males I meet are heterosexual (rate your l evel of agreement) :
Strongly Disagree ( 1 )
· I Disagree (2)
1 Neither Disagree nor Agree (3)
J

Agree (4)

J Strongly Agree (5)

Q25 : Generally, I assume that females I meet are heterosexual (rate your level of agreement) :
J

Strongly Disagree ( 1 )

J Disagree (2)
� Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)

Agree (4)
] Strongly Agree (5)
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Q26: When I think that a relatively new acquaintance, which I connect with, that has the same
sexual orientation that I have, I consider how I might further the relationship (rate your level of
agreement) :
� l Strongly Disagree (1)

Disagree (2)
:J Neither Disagree nor Agree (3)

Agree (4)
_j Strongly Agree (5)
Q27: When I think that a relatively new acquaintance, which I connected with, that has a
different sexual orientation that I have, I consider how I might further the relationship (rate your
level of agreement) :
Strongly Disagree ( 1 )
:J Disagree (2)

Neither Disagree nor Agree (3)
_j Agree (4)
1

Strongly Agree (5)

Q28 : If l don't think that my conversational partner would be comfortable with my sexual
orientation I try to adjust or adapt to them (e.g. avoid some topics, change topic, be more quiet)
(rate your level of agreement):
_j Strongly Disagree ( 1 )
1

Disagree (2)

. J Neither Disagree nor Agree ( 3 )
_

Agree (4)
Strongly Agree (5)

Q29: I have avoided talking about my romantic partner or romantic interests because I thought it
might make others uncomfortable (rate your level of agreement):
J Strongly Disagree (1)
j Disagree (2)

Neither Disagree nor Agree (3)
::-1 Agree (4)
:::J Strongly Agree (5)
(continue to next page)
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Q30 : Sometimes I wish I could talk more about my romantic or sexual partner in my
conversations (rate your level of agreement) :
i

Strongly Disagree ( 1 )

::J Disagree (2)
_J Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)

Agree (4)
� Strongly Agree (5)
Q3 l : Sometimes I wish I could talk more about my sexual orientation (rate your level of
agreement) :

Strongly Disagree ( 1 )
I

Disagree (2)

- 1 Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)

Agree (4)
] Strongly Agree (5)

Thank you for your participation in this survey.
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Appendix B

Interview Protocol
Interviewee ID
Age:

#:

-------

_
_
_

Sex:

M

F

Primary language spoken in your home:

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
__

How do you describe your sexual orientation?
Exclusively Straight
Exclusively Gay
Bi-Sexual
Still Exploring
Or please describe:

---

__

---

__

___

_
_
_
_
__
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
___
__
_
_

1.

Please explain how comfortable you are with your sexual orientation and how public you
are about it. For example, are open about it in all areas of your life (e.g., work, school,
social groups, family, and friends) or are there areas in your l ife where you keep your
sexual orientation private?

2.

Please take a minute to think about the times in your life when you have wanted to
communicate your sexual orientation to another person. What was the situation for the
first one you remembered and why were you interested in communicating your sexual
orientation? Okay what about another time when you were interested in communicating
your sexual orientation-what was the situation and why were you interested in
communicating it. (Continue for other instances the interviewee recalls).

3.

O n those occasions when you wanted to communicate your sexual orientation, please
describe the verbal and non-verbal cues or behaviors you used to send that message.
(Potential Prompt: What things did you say? Non-verbal cues are behaviors like eye
contact, body language, facial expressions, tone of voice, etc.)

4.

H ave there been occasions where you wanted to conceal your sexual orientation? If so,
p lease describe the situation, why you wanted to conceal it, and how you did that.

5.

Please take a minute to think about the times i n your life when you have become
interested in determining what another person' s sexual orientation might be. What was
the situation for the first one you remembered and why were you interested in
determining their sexual orientation?
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6.

Okay what about another time when you became interested in determining another's
sexual orientation-what was the situation and why were you interested? (Continue for
other instances the interviewee recalls).

7.

When you were in these situations where you wanted to determine another person's
sexual orientation, please describe the verbal and non-verbal cues or behaviors you used
to detennine it. (Potential Prompt: For example, did you pay attention to things the
person said or particular words they used or didn' t use? Did you pay attention to what the
person was wearing or mannerisms, body language, tone of voice, things like that?

8.

As you know, because the heterosexual community i s the dominant cultural community,
heterosexuals begin to develop understandings about their own sexual identity very
early-by watching their parents if they are heterosexual, friends, siblings, and from the
media. Members of the GLBTQ community, however, have many fewer resources for
coming to understand their own sexual orientation. So I'm wondering how you came to
this understanding. How old were you when you recognized it, did you have people in
your life whom you knew were GLBTQ members, did you talk to anyone about sexual
orientation or see media portrayals of GLBTQ members?

9.

How did you learn how to interact with potential romantic partners? Can you describe
some examples of times when you thought something like "Oh. Now I see how this
works" or "Well how are same-sex people supposed to connect?"

1 0.

What do you think about gaydar? Do you think you are good at identifying fellow
GLBTQ members if they haven 't "come out?" How do you think you developed this
competency?

This concludes our interview. I would like to thank you again for your time and for participating.
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Appendix C

Interview ID 900 1
Sex: Female
Age: 23 years old
Sexual Orientation:
Infonned Consent:

Lesbian
Yes. On file, signed with permission to record.

>> Interviewer:
This is interview ID number 900 1 , we're going to go ahead and start.
I wanted to ask could you please explain how comfortable you are with your sexual orientation.
How public you are about it. For example are you open about it in all areas of your life, like
work, school, social groups, family friends, or are there areas in your life where you keep your
sexual orientation private?
>> Participant:
I personally am extremely comfortable with my sexual orientation. I think I realized fairly early
on um as far as what aspects of my life where I'm open with it ( (pause)) that's a little ((pause))
like a little complicated. Well, I'm out pretty much to anybody who asks me or wants to know uh
except to my father. And other certain members of my family. Tt's weird. My mom knows, my
brother, my sister knows, both my siblings are younger than me. All cousins know, my mom's
sister knows, my grandparents don't. Neither set of grandparents know. So l ike there's this whole
extended family like all these people have kept the secret for me.
>> Interviewer:
Oh, so they're just not telling you, so you can tell when you're ready.
>> Participant:
Yeah, right, they're totally in the mentality that when she's ready to tell she will, but they don't
think it's their information to tell. But at the same time, I feel bad asking them to keep this
information almost a secret. Like for example, my brother made some silly comment, when we
were j ust joking around about getting another cat. He made some comment to my dad like "Oh
yeah, they're thinking about getting another cat" and my dad was like who's "they".
>> Interviewer:
Oh, meaning the two of you- you and your partner?
>> Participant:
Yeah, yeah.
>> Interviewer:
Okay, so your brother, would know that you and your partner have cats together.
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>> Participant:
Yeah, but my dad doesn't. So there's that extra of them having to be careful of what they say
around my immediate family. When for they- when for the most part our family is completely
open.
>> Interviewer:
But do you feel like your brother has to keep from saying "they" so he doesn't out you.
>> P articipant:
Right. So now it's a real weird dynamic. They would never out me, but I would never ask them
to lie for me.
>> Interviewer:
Right. Okay, for the next question. Please take a minute to think about times in your life when
you wanted to communicate your sexual orientation to another person. What was the situation
for the first one you think about - for the first one you remembered and why were you interested
in communicating your sexual orientation.
>> Participant:
Like the very first time I wanted to tell someone or just an instance?
>> Interviewer:
An instance.
>> Participant:
Okay, actually the first one that comes to mind um [Name omitted] one of the women that is the
office>> Interviewer:
A person - a coworker that you work with?
>> Participant:
Yeah. Yeah she's uh basically the office secretary. We were doing a set of interviews of this new
position at work and there was this - there were two women that interviewed and an older
gentleman that interviewed and one young guy that interviewed. And she has like no idea, where
all of the other people I work with are pretty much aware.
>> Interviewer:
Of?
>> Participant:
Of my sexuality. Umm and she is not, just because I'm not 1 00% sure what her stance on that is.
I - I just don't know. So I don't know how to gauge what her reaction would be. So I haven't said
anything about it yet. So this young gentleman is coming in for this interview. And she was
telling me all about it saying "oh he looked pretty cute and all". I'm like you know. And I - I
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wanted to say something about it, but it was a professional setting because we were about to
interview somebody and it's not exactly the time to say "oh yea no I'm not."
>> Interviewer:
So she was implying that because of how cute he was?
>> Participant:
Yeah. Y cah, she was trying to set me up with him. Basically. Like she said something l ike to me
before she brought him in like go brush your hair real quick.
>> Interviewer:
Oh, so she was telling you to go make yourself pretty, so he'd be interested?
>> Participant:
Exactly.
>> Interviewer:
So she's not aware.
>> Participant:
Yeah, and it wasn't the right situation to tell her I wouldn't be interested even if my hair was
brushed.
>> Interviewer:
You mentioned your work. Are there other co-workers who are aware of your sexual orientation?
Do you think you're open about it or discuss it at work?
>> Participant:
You know, it's not really discussed. It's an open environment, but not really discussed. I work in
an office full of men. But I've never gotten any impression from them that it's something they're
uncomfortable with. And it's sort of one of those situations that instead of coming out and saying
"He guys I'm gay" It was more of l ike they talk about their home life a lot, and I sort of slowly
started mentioning my girlfriend and I do this, or [Name omitted] and I went and did this thing.
Or we're going here.
>> Interviewer:
So you didn't explicitly tell them.
>> Participant:
No.
>> Interviewer:
Just sort of conversationally.
>> P articipant:
Yeah, j ust kind of in the conversation at work.
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>> Interviewer:
So you said you used the tenn girlfriend.
>> Participant:
Yeah- well it doesn't necessarily mean a sexual partner. So I kind of used it as a tester. I threw it
out there and waited for a reaction. So I used it at different times and in different conversations
to see how they'd react and eventually we had a thing on a Saturday. A thing that we went over
to my boss ' s house. It was j ust a thing that we all went - kind of a family cookout type of work
thing. But I brought her with me.
>> Interviewer:
Uh huh.
>> Participant:
And it was completely like, nonnal. They were all like "hey we've heard about you." Blah, blah.
So it wasn' t really an issue. They just kind of accepted her and accepted me. But it wasn't some
big formal acceptance it was just in the "this is no big deal or j ust like this is our everyday life."
>> Interviewer:
Well that's exciting.
>> Participant:
Yeah.
>> Interviewer:
You mentioned earlier that you use a lot of tenns when interacting with your coworkers to kind
of judge their reaction, and you got a sense of how they felt before bringing your partner to this
event. What do you do if it's a new person at work. Do you have to start all over, even though the
others you work with currently know?
>> Participant:
Yeah, well actually we just got a new staff member. And I'm not totally sure if he knows - or I'm
not. Well he worked in a different office on campus. So he was already really good friends with
some of the people in our office. And he's really good friends of our boss because they've known
each other for years.
>> Interviewer:
Okay.
>> Participant:
So, it's one of those situations where it's like, and still I don' t' totally know he knows. I wouldn't
be uncomfortabl e mentioning it in front of him. It' s just like I haven't had the opportunity to
mention anything in front of him about it yet.
>> Interviewer:
Yeah, it's not something that -
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>> Participant:
Yeah it's not something like you just walk up to someone and stick out your hand and say Hi I'm
[Name omitted] and I'm gay.
>> Interviewer:
Okay, uh um well can you tell me about. Uh can you tell me about another time what about
another time you- that you were interested in communicating your sexual orientation. What was
the situation and why were you interested in communicating it? What's another time you wanted
to communicated it and why- why did you want to?
>> Participant:
Well I guess hmm ((pause)) one of the main reasons I would want to communicate it is well for
lack of a better way to say it like I want to ((pause)). I want to be included. I maybe ((pause))
feeling like I'm included. I mean they talk about their families so I want to talk about mine. I
guess I'm not trying to communicate my sexual orientation but I guess if on some level I'm
supposed to ask about their families, since I'm part of the conversation that involves them talking
about them, so I guess I would like them to ask about mine. Does that make sense?
>> Interviewer:
Yeah . Your significant other is a significant part of your life.
>> Participant:
Right.
>> Interviewer:
So that's why you want to talk about it with them?
>> Participant:
Yeah I mean I spend 40 hours per week with them, so it's not like I can just not talk about
something in my life. Especially in the type of office I work in, it would be almost more difficult
not to talk about it. I mean with my family, I guess it's different. I don't spend as much time with
them - so it's more manageable.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think the range of ages matters in your immediate office?
>> Participant:
Well we have a decent age range. I mentioned our department secretary. She doesn't work in the
same physical location that we do. So it's- she's not a part of the day-to-day conversation I have
with my immediate co-workers. Plus, our depaiiment is pretty spread out. I don't know everyone
in the whole department that well, so I don't feel comfortable telling them. I doubt they care, but
really I don't care what their orientation is so I guess there's no need to really talk about it.
>> Interviewer:
That makes sense. So we just talked about conversations that occur at your work place, so in that
occasion, when you wanted to communicate your sexual orientation, what are the verbal and
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non-verbal cues and behaviors you used to do so. So what did you say or nonverbal cues did you
use.
>> Participant:
Well I guess there's- it's just how I say it in conversation. Maybe the words I use. It's sometimes
difficult. It seems like I'm constantly paying super close attention to other's people's
conversations so I can see if, or make a judgment about how they'd react to me saying something
about my sexual orientation or my partner. Sometimes in conversations, even when I know
they're fine with it, there's stil l a brief moment of hesitation - before I say something.
>> Interviewer:
Have there been occasions where you want to conceal your sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Well at times when I'm around my fami ly. I pretty much ((pause)). Well I've never gone so far as
to like make up a relationship with someone of the opposite sex. I've never said to anyone stop
asking me about who I'm dating. I guess if I'm asked if I'm dating someone by a person who I am
concealing it to, then I maybe will say I'm not dating anyone. I mean when my dad or
grandparents have asked me why I don't have a boyfriend yet. I've responded that I just don't
have time for a relationship yet. Even like [Name omitted] at the office will joke about how
because I'm single I have all of this free time. I just respond that I can't even think about being in
a relationship right now.
>> Interviewer:
Is it hard for you since you do have a partner? I mean for mysel f ! understand, even though I'm
with someone that I'm happy with and would tell anyone who asks me, sometimes it seems like
people feel like you' re pushing your sexual orientation down their throat if you mention
something about your significant other.
>> Participant:
Oh yeah. It's very difficult because it may seem like you're ashamed of the person . Even though
you ' re not. Not at all. But then if you do talk about them, then others may say something that
would make you fee l bad about yourself or even that person. So it's easier just to not talk about
them. I don't know. It's like you feel like you're keeping them a secret, making up a lie. I feel a
l ittle bit bad about that. Maybe it's being selfish, I 'm not sure, but kind of just something you
learn to manage or deal with it.
>> Interviewer:
If you could take a minute to think about times in your life when you were interested in
determining another's sexual orientation. What was the situation for the first one you remember
and why were you interested in determining their sexual orientation?
>> Pmiicipant:
Uh actually the one that comes to mind is well I go to the gym a lot, and well this was a couple
of years ago. But I used to see these same girls at the gym together a lot. And they were both
very attractive. And they're now, funny enough two of my really good friends. But at the time I
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didn't know them, didn't know anything about them but I just saw them there all o f the time. And
especially being a woman who spent a lot more time in the "men's section" of the gym, and they
were the only two young women that I also saw in that section. So part of it was an interest in- I
just wanted to get to know these people err because they're interested in something that I'm
interested in. But also I just kind of got a vibe from them.
>> Interviewer:
What is that vibe?
>> P articipant:
It' s um, it' s really hard to describe. Uh, you know that whole gaydar thing. Who knows what
totally qualifies. But I guess for one of them, she had a certain walk and a way that she held
herself that was a little more masculine. And was sort of using, I hate to assume things about
people, but I guess it was something l ike that. Like, she was giving off more of like a dominate
personality and that l ike, for me when I recognize other women with those traits or with those
"tells" in my opinion. So that was l ike the first time I can really think of that I wanted to know. I
guess part of the reason that I wanted to know was j ust because I was really curious. Like it's
nice to know that there are people who are like me and interested in the same things I'm
interested in. I mean you see someone you find interesting or even cute, but then you watch. Just
for a minute you do the l ittle steps in your head, just to see if you maybe could strike up a
conversation or talk to them.
>> Interviewer:
You mention steps could you tell me what steps you take or explain these steps?
>> Participant:
Well maybe steps is the wrong word. ((pause)). L ike uh ((pause)) you know you watch the other
person, you watch how they react, how they hold themselves, kind of how they interact with
other people. I guess in my opinion there's certain girlish behaviors that a lot of lesbians like
don't do. Like maybe, I don't know, kind of how they act around guys. I guess you just watch for
those traits maybe. I guess I just mean it's just kind of a process of being observant and watching
how people interact w ith each other. I mean without being too stereotypical I do think there are
certain traits or maybe how other lesbian or gay people ((pause)) kind of how they interact that if
you're watching or if something sparks your interest that allows a person to just tell or at least
allows for more traits to identified.
>> Interviewer:
Obviously, you are aware of my sexual orientation. But, when you first met me, did you go
through this process.
>> Participant:
Uh, yes . ((laughs)) I think I probably knew right after I talked to you.
>> Interviewer:
So do you think that some people are better at determining others' sexual orientation or do you
think that some maybe are more expressive of their sexual orientation.
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>> Participant:
Yes, I think that as you kind of go through life you just kind of learn how to understand or pick
up on things that other gay or lesbian people are saying. I do think that some maybe are better at
expressing their sexual orientation, but I think a lot of it depends on maybe how comfortable
they feel with those they're talking with. It' s kind of a paradox. In your case, maybe you picked
up on the fact I would be comfortable with your sexual orientation so you were able to just be
more open about yourself. I'm really not sure. But, sometimes there are some people who don't
have these traits. Like if you're out at a bar, trying to meet someone, then I guess if you don't
have those traits then it could be a real problem conveying that infonnation to others. Ways that
kind of allow other gay people to kind of have those traits then it could be a real problem
conveying that information to others. I guess it could be too that some peopl e maybe don't want
to or j ust don't take on those traits because maybe that's just not their personality.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think there are certain strategies you could use to communicate your sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Do you mean like in a bar or?
>> Interviewer:
In any context or setting?
>> Participant:
Like certain strategies with nonverbal cues?
>> Interviewer:
Nonverbal or verbal.
>> Participant:
Yeah I think so, I guess if you really want to. I think it depends a lot on the reason you want to
communicate it. I think maybe for women regardless of the reason, but it can be, at least in my
experience, in the women wear- which is pretty stereotypical I know. Like wearing masculine
clothes, no makeup, and wearing your hair a certain way. I guess. You know ((pause)) trying to
butch it up.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think that's context specific?
>> Participant:
I do think it's pretty contextual. Especially with c lothing. Determining if someone is gay when
interacting with them for a lack of a better tenn is almost an art fonn. And it's like, I don't mean
that l ike ((pause)) well I don't mean that like gay people have some magical gift. I j ust think that
if you are gay it seems that from experience you just have a little more insight into- what how
people act in different ways and different mannerisms. It's something that you j ust learn to pick
up on.
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>> Interviewer:
We were talking about situations when you want to communicate your sexual orientation. Earlier
you mentioned clothing and suggested that in your experience many lesbian women wear
masculine clothing. Do you think the reverse is true - that maybe some gay men wear effeminate
clothing. Let me clarify ((pause)). During every day normal life, do you think a man wearing
something more feminine may indicate a non-heterosexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Well I think that women can wear men ' s clothing depending on the situation and it wouldn't
necessarily mean that she's a lesbian er ((pause)) like some women maybe who are on sports
teams. God I sound really stereotypical. (Laughs). But I mean men ' s styles are really changing.
So I think that uh ((pause)) there is a lot of factors really in p lay ((pause)). Er ((pause)) I guess it
means more about everyday style. I mean this is j ust from my observation. This is something that
I tend to have very little patience with. This is sometimes the mentality in the lesbian
community. If you get a large collection of us (h) I feel that there is sometimes this need to out
butch each other.
>> Interviewer:
Really?
>> Participant:
Yes, it's this little bit of like masculine dominant mentality. Like who can prove that they are
more masculine. I can remember one time sitting around with a bunch of my friends and they
were saying l ike they knew how to weld and I instantly, I didn't say it, but I wanted to say I know
how to weld too ! Or things like I own a tool set or shit like that. And it's ((pause)) it's stupid.
>> Interviewer:
Is that fun though? Do you have fun doing it?
>> Participant:
I- I don't. I mean I get very irritated with it. Uh part of that is because I think that I could play in
a competition like that. If it's really a competition. I mean I grew up with a dad who likes fixing
things and I l earned a lot, but I just don't see why it's a competition. I guess I don't need to
proj ect that. I don't need to do that. But it irritates me that ((pause)) they feel that need to project
that. Like it's uh ((pause)) almost like a small man's syndrome or mentality. It just irritates me
that I h ave to- I somehow have to prove that I am a lesbian through my butchness or tool set.
>> Interviewer:
Does that always happen when you are in the company of other lesbians.
>> Participant:
No, no-. No, I think that honestly that we h ave been friends with more mascu line minded women
anyway. So, it just was heightened by the masculine personalities that had anyway.
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>> Interviewer:
There's a lot of cultural norms at play here. For example, I'm a male. So if I converse or act in a
certain way that obviously communicates something. In your opinion what do you think such
constructs of mascul inity or femininity communicate?
>> Participant:
Well, I mean uh ((pause)) I guess well I think ((pause)) I'm not sure how to answer this without
sounding like a terrible person.
>> Interviewer:
You're not a terrible person, just answer as honest as you can or as truthful as possible. If you
don't want to answer it, that's okay too. I know it's a difficult topic.
>> Participant:
Yeah ((laughs)). Well, like uh ((pause)). Okay so these are just my observations about life and
whil e I don't even believe what I'm about to say, I guess the point is when uh like ((pause)) when
you're gay or lesbian you uh you have to know how to live in two worlds at once. So uh it doesn't
mean that I think these are truths I'm just saying that I uh ((pause)) as a lesbian woman am aware
of l guess the- uh how gay people kind of have a foot in two worlds at once. So uh to answer the
question ((pause)). If you're a male and you communicate in what is- in a feminine manner then
people, who may not know you super well, or maybe who um have I guess limited minds so to
speak, well then they maybe- err probably may think or at l east wonder, even for a second if
you're gay. But if they maybe already know you're gay, then uh they may j udge you to I guess be
the woman in your romantic relationships. And uh for women, I think there's not as much as how
you necessarily communicate, but more so in your actions - again I don't necessarily - uh think
that it really indicates everything, but I think that if you're super butch that it is uh if you're a
lesbian and people know then it kind of - well then people assume that you're the guy or the top
in the relationships. And you're the one that who does all things a guy does.
>> Interviewer:
Can you explain what top means.
>> Participant:
Well I think it probably means the same for gay men. I mean it's not talking about oral sex more
but uh (.) of sex acts that involve penetration. So more of this dominant role during sex.
((Laugh))
>> Interviewer:
Really? I j ust learned something new.
>> Participant:
I mean lesbians I don't think that has all of the different tenns that gay men have, l ike versatile
top, versatile, versatile bottom etc. But one term I can think of is pillow princesses. It's like uh a
women who just lays there and expects everything to be done to her.
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>> Interviewer:
So she's not reciprocal?
>> Participant:
Exactly. Well it's sometimes we all like to be treated like a princess, but I mean this tenn is used
exclusively like this person never reciprocates. But I guess it- it's kind of how they get labeled.
It's not real ly derogatory, but you know this is - um this is something that is kind of
communicated in the l esbian circles. Also, the idea butch on the street bitch in the sheets or vice
versa.
>> Interviewer:
I think that gay guys use that phrase too. Have you noticed that in the gay community there is a
lot of play on words. You mentioned earlier that lesbians like to out butch each other in their
conversations. Do you think there is a lot of word play or just having fun in conversations among
members of the lesbian community?
>> Participant:
I don't think there's as much in the lesbian community, at least in my experience, as there is as
much in the gay male community. I do think that sometime women in general play with words
more than straight men do.
>> Interviewer:
Alright, the next question I have, is as you know, the heterosexual community is the dominant
cultural community. H eterosexual youths develop understandings of the own sexual identity very
early by watching their parents, if they are heterosexual etc. Members of the non-heterosexual
community really h ave fewer resources to understand their own sexual orientation identity.
>> Participant:
Oh yeah.
>> Interviewer:
So I'm wondering how you came to understand your own sexual orientation and how old you
were you recognized it. Did you have anyone in your life that you maybe talked to about your
sexual orientation or what did you rely on to come to this understanding of yourself.
>> Participant:
I grew up in a very small town. There were like uh about 1 00 people in my high school class. So
I didn't really have a lot of like um like it just wasn't even a thought or an option. Like growing
up. But right around the time when I got into high school. My mom is a classical musician so
she ' s part of a very large supporting community that's pretty diverse. So she had a diverse group
of friends. So I guess back to the school I went to there wasn't really anyone as a role model or
friends that were w ithin the community. But because of my mom's friends she had a couple of
of friends who were in same-sex relationships for several years. So I guess I did have that as an
example, but I didn't really uh I guess understand my own sexual orientation or what it meant
until I was about 1 6. I mean I thought girls were pretty before then but I guess I didn't realize that
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it was something beyond just recognizing that someone is uh attractive. I mean uh: for girls
((pause)) it seems l ike for a lot of girls they recognize a woman is pretty not because they want
to be with her, but because maybe they want to emulate her. I think that's true for everyone
really, but I think it's more accepted for women to recognize and acknowledge another female's
beauty.
>> Interviewer:
Right, you're saying that person is attractive, not because I want to be with them.
>> Participant:
Exactly, so I can remember I was like 1 6 and it was New Year's Eve and I got way- way too
drunk and uh ((pause)) I was at my friend's house. And there was another girl there who also
came out later on. B ut we both got too drunk and did the whole New Year ' s kiss thing and then I
remember saying " I think I'm gay when I'm drunk" .
>> Interviewer:
Just when you're drunk?
>> Participant:
Yeah ((laughs)). Just when I'm drunk! And that was sort of l ike uh admitting it to myself thing
But I remember kind of reflecting on the kiss and realized I like it, more than I should of kind of
thing.
>> Interviewer:
You know we talked throughout this whole interview about how to communicate your sexual
orientation in a kind of roundabout way, but how do you think you learned how to communicate
your sexual orientation.
>> Participant:
Well it does seem like I kind of learned it. I mean it wasn't really until college that I even learned
how to use the verbiage. Like am I gay, am I bi, am I a l esbian. I didn't even know how to tell
people. But I remember in college, when I first started coming out to people it- it was really well
it uh it wasn't subtle at all . I remember once I was sitting around in, well I was an RA [Resident
Hall Assistant] for a couple of years. So can remember during RA training sitting with those girls
that I knew I was going to have to be close with because we just worked together and- and lived
together all of the time and I can just remember saying to them hi uh "just so you all know I'm
gay" . And being in the housing environment I guess I didn't think it would be a problem because
we're taught to be really accepting of everyone and everything. But with my friends, I was
thinking well thi s could go differently. I mean even in my first year of college I was thinking
about my roommate and how to go about telling her. I mean I didn't want her to uh to think that
well I didn't want my roommate to be like oh great, it's my first year in college and great I got
stuck with a l esbian. That could be very uncomfortable.
>> Interviewer:
Why?
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>> Participant:
Actually I um think that's something that I've always been aware of. Well- like there was a
situation in like my high school where we were in gym class and we had to change. And well, we
also had to change from a regular bra into a sports bra. And well I uh ((pause)) I left my bra in
my locker. So I had to go back and get it. And I came back and this really creepy kid was kind of
staring at me and I was like uh what are you doing and she was like uh I just like your bra. I
mean I guess when I say creepy there were other reasons that it was creepy, but I kind of was
uncomfortable with the whole thing and I really well I didn't want to j ust assume that she was
gay. But because of the high school environment, but I was always v ery hyper-conscious of
>> Participant: continued:
making sure I didn't come off as checking out people. I mean our gym teacher was suspected of
being gay and people always made comments like she was always checking out girl s in the
locker room.
>> Interviewer:
So you thought that in your high school that people thought if a person was attracted to members
of the same sex, they would be attracted to anyone of that particular sex- no matter what?
>> Participant:
Yes. Yeah exactly. Exactly. So a freshman in college, I didn't know this girl before I didn't want
to come off as being a lesbian and her think that I was instantly attracted to her just because I'm a
lesbian. P lus I wasn't 1 00% sure about it myself I didn't want to really even deal with that yet
with someone I didn't even know.
>> Interviewer:
So how did you learn to interact with potential romantic partners. Can you describe to me times
when you thought " oh now I see how this works". How did you learn to interact with romantic
partners?
>> Participant:
I don't know. Unfortunately a lot of it was alcohol. I guess I was really nervous and I like (h) I
just well I don't know. I don't know if l ever learned. It' s j ust- it was such a long process, but you
know, I know, I don't know how I know. I mean I guess I know how I'm in a relationship so I
guess I learned at least how to find a romantic relationship. But I think it's stil l a process that it's
kind of uh ((pause)) it's just continual . But I guess if l was interested in a person- romantically I
guess, I always thought to myself how do you know straight people proceed? I mean that's really
the only knowledge that I had. You know, I have a theory on this. Women, when a straight
women i s interested in a guy her friends will tell her all of the time like to back off, don't get too
attached you know p lay it cool. And I can speak to thi s because both of my sib lings are straight
and I've watched this. My brother is starting to date and my sister has more men that I care to
(laughs). I mean anyway I have a little more of an input on this. But it seems l ike men are a little
more cautious. So when you have a relationship like that it seems l ike you have a guy to kind of
balance it out so as to not get attached too quickly but then you have the girl who helps to bring
out the emotion in the guy. But when you have two men or two men it's different. You don't
have that opposite type of thing. So not to buy in to stereotypes but I've seen a lot of women who
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are just so ready to j ump in and commit to a relationship and when you have two men you have
the stereotype that there's no commitment they're j ust after the sex - they are scared to commit.
So when I sort of go about uh ((pause)) I mean if I was going into a relationship a new one. I
mean I j ust go into like thinking like both sexes thinking what i s the normal amount of time to
get attached. It well I think maybe uh ((pause)) that it could be my overly cautious nature. But I
think I-I guess that I'm sort of learning how to interact with someone of the same-sex in a
romantic way is well I don't know it's a learning thing - kind of trial and error. I think that it's just
a part of growing and learning gay or straight. You have to learn how to be in a relationship. I
don't think it's easy for anyone. I just think that uh some relationships have different challenges
than others.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think there is a big difference between straight people and gay people as far as
relationships go?
>> Participant:
I think maybe it kind of depends ((pause)) I think again that there is different challenges. But
really I think that at the end of the day it's as much about learning about yourself as well as how
to interact with another person. This is for both gay people and straight people. For example,
sometimes you're in relationships and it just works out better as a friendship. You have to try it
out some. I don't think it's something you ever really wholly learn how to do. It all depends on
the other person. There's no right way or wrong way to interact with a potential romantic partner
because each situation is uh unique and different as people are all different.
>> Interviewer:
For my final question. What do you think about gaydar?
>> Participant:
The term gaydar?
>> Interviewer:
Well what do you think about being able to identify LGBTQ individuals just from interacting
with them.
>> Participant:
I don't know. It's kind of (h) I mean I have a lot of friends I called- I mean uh not to them- But I
called their sexual orientation before they admitted it or even publically disclosed it. I uh don't
mean that I went around and told people, but I'm saying I kind of became aware that they weren't
straight j ust from hanging out with them. I guess I think it's a sense of almost like observing
learning etc. I don't think it's a psychic ability. But honestly it's almost comforting to be able to
recognize another gay individual - regardless of the reason. So maybe I just try to find
similarities between myself and other people to be comforted. I guess it' s just from interacting, I
don't immediately have a reaction from other gay or lesbian people just because they're attracted
to members of their same-sex. ((pause)) Does that make any sense?
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>> Interviewer:
It makes perfect sense. Alright, well that concludes my questions. Do you have anything you'd
like to ask of me or about this study?
>> Participant:
Nothing that I can think of.
>> Interviewer:
Great, and again I did have your permission to record this interview and you have been given the
informed consent form and you understand your rights as a research participant.
>> Participant:
Yes.
>> Interviewer:
Fantastic, well again thank you for your participation in this project and please contact me with
any additional questions or concerns you may have.
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Appendix D

Interview ID 9002
Sex: Male
Age: 2 2 years old
Sexual Orientation:
Infonned Consent:

Exclusively Gay
Yes. On file, signed with permission to record.

>> Interviewer: Interview ID 9002, 22 YO Male Exclusively Gay
>> Interviewer:
So First I just want to start off by asking you a quick question. If you could please explain how
comfortable with your sexual orientation and how public you are about it. For example, are you
open about it in all areas of your life or are there areas of your life where you keep your sexual
orientation private?
>> Participant:
I am very open about my sexual orientation. I'm not private about it in any area of my life.
>> Interviewer:
If you can take a minute to think about a time in your life where you have wanted to
communicate your sexual orientation. What was the situation for the first one you remember and
why were you interested in communicating it?
>> Participant:
Uh ((pause)) I mean there are many times in my life before I was completely open about it you
know with friends or family. I don't think I ever really did anything intentional to act like I was
something or someone that I'm not. Maybe I just didn't come out and say that I'm not straight.
Looking back I guess I've always tried to be who I am.
>> Interviewer:
Do you have another time in your life or a specific instance where you wanted to communicate
your sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
I guess there's a certain instance that I remember where I started to tel l more and more people
and even though I wasn't completely public are started telling more and more friends so I kind of
started looking forward to seeing different friends and being able to tell them about it.
>> Interviewer:
How do you think you went about telling p eople what was it l ike for you?
>> Participant:
Well for me it was a l ittle awkward. I mean the culture that I grew up in really didn't accept
being gay as just a part of who I am. They're uh- They're pretty religious and they didn't really
associate or accept me being a homosexual. So one of the hardest things for me even before I
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told people was simply accepting that I am gay. Then it was somewhat hard to figure out what
words to use when I wanted to tell people.
>> interviewer:
On those occasions when you wanted to communicate your sexual orientation, can you describe
the verbal and non-verbal cues or behaviors you used to communicate it?
>> Participant:
Uh. ((pause)). When I did communicate it?
>> Interviewer:
Yes, for example what are some of the things you said or maybe specific behaviors that you
employed to communicate your sexual orientation.
>> Participant:
Well I mean I've used eye contact sometimes with friends I just said guy's I'm gay. It depends
really. It's really kind of hard to identify something specific. But I know a l ot of times I did just
come out and say I'm gay.
>> Interviewer:
You mentioned eye contact. How did you use eye contact to communicate your sexual
orientation?
>> Participant:
Well, I guess I use eye contact to communicate my interested in them and I kind of uh ((pause))
look to see if they're interested in me. It's hard to say. I guess I kind of feel like if you're using
eye contact to communicate sexual orientation there is a lot of sustained eye contact.
>> Interviewer:
So they eye contact is prolonged?
>> Participant:
Yes.
>> Interviewer:
When you use eye gaze, what is it for?
>> Participant:
It can be reall y multiple reasons, maybe I'm just communicating my interested or I'm just
interested in them as a person. Or I want to know if they're part of the family or have sugar in
their tank.
>> Interviewer:
What do you mean by "part of the family"
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>> Paiiicipant:
Part of the family is something that the gay's use to mean as being paii of the gay or homosexual
lifestyle.
>> Interviewer:
Do you mean gay men or women?
>> Participant:
Well I think I mostly use it in reference to other gay men. But yeah, uh it would also mean gay
people in general.
>> Interviewer:
What do you mean by "sugar in the tank"?
>> Participant:
So sugar in the tank. Hmm A little pep in their step. Something in their body language that
suggests that they're gay or something. You know a little pep in their step. I guess i t's uh a nice
way of saying of they might be gay.
>> Interviewer:
Have there even been occasions when you wanted to conceal your sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Uh. I'm trying to think. Well I obviously concealed it for 1 9 and a half years. Uh And I wanted
to conceal it for even long, but I was found out. So after I was found out by my parents I uh I
guess I haven't had a time that I wanted to conceal it (pause) ever since that barrier has been
broken I guess I didn't need to conceal it anymore.
>> Interviewer:
You mention a barrier was broken
>> Participant:
Basically someone told my parents and I didn't really have control of the information anymore so
I just told them.
>> Interviewer:
Do you ever attempt to conceal your sexual orientation or become more open about it based on
the environment you're in?
>> Participant:
Yes, I was in Miami last year and I was pretty open about my sexual orientation there kind of
because I l ived in the "gay district" so I wanted to make sure everyone knew I was gay. In
concealing my sexual orientation well when I first came to school I tried to be a l ittle more
conservative about my sexual orientation.
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>> Interviewer:
So when you first came to school people in your classes didn't know your sexual orientation.
>> Participant:
Yeah I didn't really see why I would really need to confirm or deny it. I guess I didn't try to
conceal it but I didn't just announce it.
>> Interviewer:
If you could think about a time in your life when you wanted to detem1ine another's sexual
orientation, if you could please tell me about what the time was, what the situation was and why
you were interested in detennining they're sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Uh I guess sometimes it just trying to see if they're other people similar to me or like me. I mean
sometimes it's maybe to see if they're be interested in me but it's kind of also about seeing other
who are like me or maybe have the same interests as me because we're both gay. It's weird but
it' s nice not being the only one of something. It' s kind of a sense of belonging to something. I
remember a time when I was the coffee shop I work at and he ordered something from me. There
was a lot of eye contact. I mean a lot. Then he actually said something to me. I mean I was
working but we rather struck up a friendship and it went from there.
>> Interviewer:
But it started from eye contact.
>> Participant:
Yeah then progressed into small talk and eventually he asked me out on a date. But before he
asked me out on a date the whole time I was trying to figure out if he was just a friendly person
or what his intent was. I guess I needed to determine his sexual orientation to see where I could
maybe lead the conversation to or maybe topics or I guess how uh I could accomplish whatever I
wanted to at that time in our conversation.
>> Interviewer:
Is there another time that you can remember when you wanted to determine another's sexual
orientation and tell me about the situations and why you wanted to determine their sexual
orientation?
>> Participant:
Well, all of them have always happened at work. Well not always . . . maybe I don't know I guess
those are the maj or ones. I mean there's always just seeing someone or meeting them in different
situations and when I want to just know. Maybe I'm nosy but sometimes I j ust want to know. I
mean I'm not the type of person who makes determining someone else's sexual orientation is ever
the main focus of my day or conversations. But I mean it's kind ofj ust people watching and you
kind of get a feeling ((pause)) again you kind of see a pep in someone's step.
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>> Interviewer:
When you were in these different occasions when you wanted to detem1ine another' s sexual
orientation how did you go about doing it? I mean what kind of information do you use?
>> Participant:
I just sometimes quietly observe people. Their body language, word usage. And I uh I kind of
what they say. I don' t know. It's hard to just say.
>> Interviewer:
What are some of the words you think they use?
>> Participant:
Wel l it doesn't necessarily have to be specific words. Maybe their conversations what they're
talking about. But some words, I guess I don't know too many straight guys that use the same
words that I do. Like "girl" or "bitch" I mean they use those words but it's kind of how they use
them compared to how I use them. For example, I'd start my sentence off with "Girl". I dunno. I
guess I don't see straight guys playing with words the way gay guys do.
>> Interviewer:
Okay, so if I was talking with someone and I said "Girl did you see that movie last night" how
would you interpret that?
>> Participant:
Well I think I'd feel l ike you were using that word outside of its intended meaning and I maybe
would become aware of you sexual orientation or maybe just kind of think hmm maybe he's not
straight. I dunno it's hard to say. I wouldn't necessarily uh make a j udgment about someone's
sexual orientation based on a word, but I maybe uh may become more aware of the possibility of
their sexual orientation isn't completely straight.
>> Interviewer:
In your experience, do you think that certain words used in conversations may j ust denote a
closeness with that person's conversation partner?
>> Participant:
Yeah maybe, but I think there's a lot of context involved. I mean words carry many meanings
and how they're used can carry even more meanings. It's just in my experience that straight guys
don't really use certain words in certain ways. But LGBTQ individuals kind of talk or use words
in similar ways.
> > Interviewer:
When you have tried to determine another's sexual orientation have you ever used clothing or
other things of a physical nature.
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>> Participant:
Sometimes I mean I know several gay guys who you could never tell based on what they're
wearing and some you can immediately tell. I mean sometimes I wear super flashy accessories
that scream gay and other days don't.
>> Interviewer:
What about the person's tone of voice?
>> Participant:
Well I know some gay guys that have a very effeminate voice and others don't. Uhh I mean
they're tone of voice may kind of uhh play into at least me becoming aware that they may not be
straight, but I don't think it would really detennine or I guess give me enough infonnation to
make a err a j udgment.
>> Interviewer:
As you know members of the heterosexual community develop understandings of their own
sexual orientation very early. However, members of the LGBTQ community have fewer
resources when developing an understanding of their own sexual orientation. So I'm wondering
how you came to understanding your sexual orientation and how old were you.
>> Participant:
I don't really remember a certain age that I woke up and was like oh I'm gay today. I do
remember when I was young I was involved in church a lot and some of my peers were starting
to show interest in girls but I think I was showing interest in guys. So I think it was something
gradual that I was like oh, I'm gay. Ironically, in the church I was involved with they teach that
homosexuality is wrong, but they sure teach a lot about it. So I knew what being attracted to guys
meant thanks to church.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think that your church's teaching was the only thing that helped you understand that you
were gay, but how did you learn to communicate it to others?
>> Participant:
Well my church didn't really teach me that. (laugh) I guess from j ust living trying things out and
experimenting. I don't know if I even still communicate it correctly. I guess it uhh depends a lot
of uh the situation.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think that dating a individual of the same sex is different from dating a member of the
opposite sex or at least trying to date a member of the opposite sex from your experiences from
growing up in a hetero-normative environment?
>> Participant:
I don't know if it's necessarily that much different. I mean at first I did feel a little nervous
meeting other openly out people for the very first time. I as like "oh my goodness" but I guess I
wasn't completely out or totally out at the time so maybe that's why I was nervous. I thought that
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everyone else would assume that I was gay or something because I was associating with
someone who is openly gay, but I'm not sure. It's kind of strange. I mean it was exciting. But I
still don't know if I know how to date or do it right. I guess for the longest time I just didn't want
to be the only one like this and so even if l was nervous about meeting people it was nice to be
able to connect to another who is like me. Maybe that's what straight people think to, they just
wanted to connect to another person's who's like them so maybe it's difficult or nerve wracking
for everyone.
>> Interviewer:
The next question I have for you, how did you learn to i nteract with potential romantic partners?
Was there any time in your life that you can remember that you realized "oh, now I see how this
works".
>> Participant:
Um:m I think it was trial and enor. I mean showing interest and then seeing what works kind of
goes from there. I mean there's a lot involved. I mean if it's initial interaction that was definitely
trial and enor. If you're talking sexually, well I think sexual partners just learn from each other. I
mean it's about being responsive to your sexual partner. It doesn't seem like there's that much
difference between sexual orientations. I guess it may be a little more difficult because you have
to kind of be aware of the situation and of course your own safety like you don't want to hit on
the wrong person), but interacting with gay people or other gay people is kind of like interacting
with straight people. We're all just people sometimes we kind of screw up our conversations and
sometimes we don't. But I don't think that my primary reasons for wanting to know or figure out
if someone is gay or not or even to communicate my own sexual orientation is to try to get them
into a romantic or sexual relationship.
>> Interviewer:
What do you think about Gaydar?
>> Participant:
I believe well in a way I believe it's real and in a way I believe it's not. H mm how do I saw this.
My gaydar has been, I don't know I think it's I don't believe in it 1 00%. I do think it's faulty I
know mine has been, but I do think maybe it's about being observant it's not one certain thing,
but maybe like a mixture of different things. It' s not like I just look at someone's picture and be
like person is clearly family (unless it's a picture of a hot guy in a pride parade). But I can't really
go in a room and close my eye and point to the nearest gay guy. So I guess uhh, well it's just
about observing and being aware of individuals and the situation and kind of monitoring things.
>> Interviewer:
Okay well that concludes my questions do you have any questions you would like to ask me at
thi s time?
>> Participant:
No.
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>> Interviewer:
Well I want to thank you for pmiicipating in my study and if you have any questions, please feel
free to contact me.
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Appendix E

Interview ID 9003
Sex: Male
Age: 23 years old
Sexual Orientation:
Infonned Consent:

Exclusively Gay
Yes. On file, signed with permission to record.

>> Interviewer:
Alright, so this is interview ID number 9003; 23 year old male, graduate assistant, English as the
primary l anguage and exclusively gay. So I'm going to basically ask you a series of questions
and you're j ust going to respond, and you don't have to answer any of the questions. You know
how this goes, right?
>> Participant:
Yeah, mm hm.
>> Interviewer:
Cool. Please explain how comfo1iable you are with your sexual orientation and how public you
are about it.
>> Paiiicipant:
Completely comfortable and completely public. I've been out since I was thirteen, so I've had a
long process to, ten years, to get comfortable with myself.
>> Interviewer:
Ok, so you're open about it in all areas of your life?
>> Participant:
Correct, yes.
>> Interviewer:
Are there any areas of your life that you keep your sexual orientation private or not immediately
disclosed?
>> Participant:
During j ob interviews when you're first getting to know people, I won't go up to you and
introduce myself as, "Hi, I'm [Name omitted] . I'm gay. " If you ask, I will answer yes or no, but I
won't just->> Interviewer:
Say?
>> Participant:
Right. I won't go ahead and just disclose that information if it's not necessary.
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>> Interviewer:
Ok. If you could please take a minute to think about a time in your life when you've wanted to
communicate your sexual orientation to another person, what was the situation for the first one
that you remembered and why were you interested in communicating your sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
I think the most impactful one was when I wanted to tell my grandma, because I had finally
found the person that I wanted to be with and start a serious relationship with, but she was dying.
So I didn't know how she was going to take it, so it was an interesting situation because she was
in a fragile state, but I did want her to die knowing who I was and knowing that I was happy,
comfmiable with who I was, but I also didn't want to ruin our relationship if she needed that
adj ustment period or that time to accept or understand what that meant for me and what that
meant for our relationship.
>> C l inton
Sure. Do you have another time when you were interested in communicating your sexual
orientation, that you can think of?
>> Participant:
Probably any roommate situation where you're first meeting your roommate, because I've always
had male roommates in residence h alls until this past year and it's always an interesting thing to
tell a roommate, " Hi, I'm [Name omitted] and I'm gay", when you're first trying to build that
relationship, but at the same time, it's not something you want to keep hidden, because it's going
to eventually come out. It's going to eventually have to be known in order for me to fee l
comfortable in the room and them t o feel comfortable in the room.
>> Interviewer:
Ok. On those occasions when you wanted to communicate your sexual orientation, can you
please describe the verbal and nonverbal cues or behaviors that you used to send the message?
Like, you mentioned the first situation that we just talked about was grandmother, so obviously it
seems like you negotiated this process in your head, right?
>> Participant:
Right.
>> Interviewer:
So in that situation, you probably explicitly told her.
>> Participant:
Right, right.
>> Interviewer:
But maybe with the roommates is there--it's always--! mean I know exactly what you're talking-
you know, I understand that, and so how do you--because you said you don't want to say, "Hey,
I'm this person, " so did you leave--was there behavioral or nonverbal stuff that you may have
employed?
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>> Participant:
I mean, nonverbal stuff as in I have a rainbow flag on my computer, I have a lot of gay symbols
or gay icons, gay activists that I have posters of or pictures of and things of that nature, Ellen
DeGcneris-1 have a picture of her, because she's like one of my role models, because she's such a
strong advocate in the community-things of that nature, just music that I listen to. All of those
can be considered nonverbal communicators of or indicators of being homosexual. Obviously
not every homosexual male or female is going to do these things, or j ust because you do these
things doesn't mean.
>> Interviewer:
Right, I should probably clarify. There's all these cultural stereotypes in the gay community.
There are stereotypes. They're not bad. It depends on how, I guess, they're used.
>> Participant:
Right. The stereotypes were there for me, so it kind of gave them the opportunity to ask those
questions if they wanted further clarification or if they were curious and wanted to know.
>> Interviewer:
Sure. Have you ever said--you know, obviously I've done a couple of, well more than a couple
and a lot of surveys and all type of things, folks, about this particular topic. Are there other cues
-you know, we talked about using these different symbols. What about maybe not with the
roommate, but in a different situation like if you were at a bar and you were interested in
someone, maybe you wanted to date them or whatever, how do you communicate your sexual
orientation to--?
>> Participant:
I think eye contact with people. Some people say that eye contact is kind of one of those things
where males don't typ ically make eye contact with each other or try to avoid it, because it's
viewed as more of an intimate thing, so with me, it's heavy eye contact or looking for gestures,
inflection of the voice, seeing if that's there. Typically, gay men have certain talk with their
hands more.
>> Interviewer:
More expressive, like physically?
>> Participant:
Exactly. Even to the c lothes that they wear, which is very stereotypical, but gay men typically
dress a little bit better than straight men. That's kind of changing now a little bit, because of pop
icons and all.
>> Interviewer:
Metrosexuals, it's confusing. ((Laughs)). It is>> Participant:
Ri: ght. But it was typ ically seen and still, I believe, is gay men dress a little bit better or at least
different than straight men.
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>> Interviewer:
Ok, but you think the eye contact is something important?
>> Participant:
For me, that's the most important, yes.
>> Interviewer:
What about, because that would be if you're trying to distinguish or communicate your sexual
orientation to another male, do you think that works with homosexual women, the lesbian
community?
>> Participant:
Since I'm not a lesbian, I can't really identify with that, but I can say from my lesbian friends that
that is definitely not what they do. They typically look for signs of being "butch", if you will, so
to be masculine, I believe, is to have l ittle to no eye contact (from my experiences).
>> Interviewer:
Ok. Have there been occasions, obviously you mentioned job interviews a l ittle bit ago, so have
there been occasions where you wanted to conceal your sexual orientation, and if so, could you
please describe the situation and why you wanted to conceal it?
>> Pariicipant:
Yeah. One of those instances would probably be when I went on any of my--I interviewed for
over forty positions when I was looking for graduate assistantships. I didn't want that to be a key
factor playing into the role of me getting a position or not. Clearly, there's stil l kind of a stigma
or there's still some prejudice against homosexuals-not everywhere, but stil l some places or some
offices.
>> Interviewer:
At this campus even?
>> Participant:
Yeah, I believe so. Actually, I'm doing my thesis on satisfaction rates at Eastern of the LGBTQ
community.
>> Interviewer:
Oh, then you should've interviewed me. ((Laughs)).
>> Participant:
Probably, and so yes, strongly on this campus, in particular some of the offices (I don't want to
name any), but in particular, some of the offices that I interviewed for-certain members of those
offices (key members of those offices) seemed to be homophobic, if you will .
>> Interviewer:
Sure.
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>> Participant:
So I definitely w anted to try to keep that to a minimum. If they could tell that I was, that was fine
(obviously those verbal and nonverbal cues that we were talking about).
>> Interviewer:
What do you think they used to tell if you were?
>> Participant:
People have told me that just my expression and->> Interviewer:
You mean that this cultural group, this community with other cultural groups, un-specific, some
marginalized groups-whether that is based on the color of their skin or their specific ethnicity,
there are specific identifying factors, right?
>> Participant:
Right.
>> Interviewer:
And so the LGBTQ community is so diverse. Yes, they have the common factor, commonality of
their sexual orientation, right? But there aren't always these outward factors that say, yes, I am a
member of this group or not, so it's kind of interesting, but you said--so if they could tell, you
think that->> Participant:
I was always told I'm very overly expressive and that's usually a sign of being homosexual, but
one thing that I am not is I'm not very--I'm very messy. I'm not very clean or organized. I'm
c lean, but you know, in the sense of being organized.
>> Interviewer:
Oh yeah, I'm not. I understand that.
>> Participant:
But that's usually a sign of being homosexual is to be very organized and neat whereas that kind
of throws people with me sometimes, but my hand gestures, they say the way that I talk and
move. I've even noticed gay men usually have a little bit more of a swish to them when they
walk as opposed to a straight man who kind of walks with their legs a little bit more spread apart
and very like bold and single steps, whereas gay men kind of swish or like sway a little more
when they walk.
>> Interviewer:
Ok, so when you were wanting to conceal your sexual orientation in these situations, how did
you do that?
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>> Participant:
I just tried to remain professional and if that topic came up, I tried to veer from it or tried to,
instead of answering the question directly about my sexual orientation, I would be like, "Well, at
this time, I would not l ike to disclose any of that information", or something along those lines
where they could make assumptions if they wanted to, but I feel l ike a heterosexual person could
do the same exact thing if they were interviewing for->> Interviewer:
Were you more or almost like sexually androgynous type of>> Participant:
Right, right. Almost l ike asexual.
>> Interviewer:
But you actively did this? This is something you actively thought about to make sure that->> Participant:
Right. It never came up luckily, but it was something that I was prepared to deal with if it came
to that.
>> Interviewer:
Ok. Can you please take a minute to think about times in your life when you've become
interested in determining another's sexual orientation, what's the first one that you remember?
>> Participant:
Besides homosexuality?
>> Interviewer:
No. Just anything.
>> P articipant:
Well, I played around with the idea of bisexuality at first, because I believe that there is a such
thing as bisexual. You can be objective to both men and women. I finnly believe in that. Some
people say that it's a gateway into homosexuality. That's not the case at all. I can look at a
woman and say that they're pretty, but I never see myself doing intercourse or intimate activities
with them.
>> Interviewer:
Ok.
>> Participant:
When I started playing around with this idea, I started leaning heavily towards men, so that's
where the homosexuality portion of it came from, but I identified as b isexual for a good year or
two and then I felt bad when I completely switched over to gay, because it kind of fed into that
stereotype of bisexual is just a transition period or an easier way to break the ice, and I feel l ike
that was a disrespect to the bisexual community, but at the same time, sometimes you do have to
go through that step when you're a homosexual, because you don't know yet.
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>> Interviewer:
Right, so that's more of the process of coming out, right?
>> Participant:
Right.
>> Interviewer:
Ok, so when you finally came out, obviously again, it's not--the community doesn't always wear
some kind of outward symbol, right? And so, you maybe wanted to date someone and obviously
if you're looking at dating a member of the same sex, you have to determine are they interested
m me.
>> Participant:
Right.
>> Interviewer:
And I have to figure out their sexual orientation. Do you have situations like that? Or maybe it
was just a friend, maybe you just wanted to->> Participant:
I actually started with online dating, because I didn't really know how to go about finding a same
sex partner at that time. I was going from eighth to ninth grade, so right in that transition period
between middle school and high school and I really didn't understand the whole concept of being
gay yet. It wasn't something that was talked about. I come from a very religious background. My
family is very reli gious, so it's something we didn't talk about, so I had to go and explore a lot of
things myself and then I stumbled upon online dating and I thought w ell it's worth a try. I met
two or three people that way and one of them I finally decided to date, but something that I
promised all of my friends was I would never go alone. I would always take one of them with
me, so that's how I actually started dating. After I came out at school , it followed with a lot of
other guys deciding to come out and so there was a little circle of gays that kind of inter-dated,
because something that I joke about is always when a straight female or male tries to set a gay or
lesbian male or female up with a partner it's always like, "Oh, I know this gay person that you
might really be interested in."
>> Interviewer:
Right, why?
>> Participant:
It's never a commonality other than that. It's just because you're gay and they're gay, so it's going
to happen.
>> Interviewer:
So, obviously there are situations that you have wanted, besides the online dating, where you
explicitly say, "This is my sexual orientation and this is yours. " Are there others, maybe in the
classroom, that you'd just be like, "Oh, there's a gay person in here"? I choose a classroom as just
a quick example.
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>> Participant:
Well what's funny is I'm kind of going through that. I'm in a cohort of twenty-four and there's
only six men-me being one of them. I believe one of the other men in the cohort is a homosexual
and it's kind of becoming one of those things where we're trying to look for the cues and symbols
that are there, but what's fascinating about this situation is he has a gay brother, so we're not sure
if he's such an advocate for the community because of his brother, or if he actually has these
feelings. Another interesting aspect of it is his best friend, if you will, he calls him his best
friend, but there's speculation about this, is also a homosexual. So it's a very interesting situation
and it's something that me and a couple of my friends are really tossing the idea, but no one just
wants to blatantly ask him.
>> Interviewer:
What cues have you used to determine or make these assumptions l ike verbal and nonverbal cues
about his sexual orientation? You've obviously said that his brother is gay, his best friend is gay.
>> Participant:
Right, so those are some of--they're both verbal and nonverbal .
>> Interviewer:
So his associations with other people and his family are of interest?
>> Participant:
Right. H e has a very advocate point of view for the LGBTQ community, so that's something that
you don't typically see in heterosexual men. They might be fine with it, but they're not
necessarily an advocate. Also, l ittle things like his Facebook; he celebrated National Coming Out
Day. He has a rainbow as his cover photo. He always posts aiiicles about landmarks of the
LGBTQ community; things of that nature, just very interesting things that he says and does or
advocates for.
>> Interviewer:
Ok, so as you know, because the heterosexual community is the dominant cultural community,
heterosexuals begin to develop understandings about their own sexual identities very early j ust
by watching their parents if they're heterosexual, their friends, their siblings, and they do this
from the media as well . However, members of the GLBTQ community, we have fewer
resources. Like you mentioned coming out and you didn't know how to do it. So how did you
come to this understanding of your own sexual identity, as well as how to communicate it or
know that someone else is gay, if you recognized it? How old do you think that you were when
you started recognizing this process?
>> Participant:
I did a lot of reading. I read about famous gay activists, people who were speculated to be gay
and how those speculations were made. I even read fiction and nonfiction books about
homosexual men-nothing erotic or anything like that, but just simple gay stories and things that
let me know this was a culture, this was a group and by reading these characters and reading
about these people, I quickly learned that I do not have to act in a ce1iain way. I can just be
myself, so the coming out process was I was actually "outed", so someone found out and went
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and told my parents, so it made that situation really fuzzy and very b lurred, because I never got
to formally say anything to them, so someone did it for me, which was not how I anticipated that
going. So, it was the coming out process for me, I didn't actually get to go through, so after it
happened I didn't read much more about it, but l helped a couple of friends through it and it's just
really a lot of having mentors. I believe that mentorships in the homosexual community, I've read
a lot, it's called guardian angels where an older homosexual man will partner up with a younger
man and they'll kind of walk them through what it means to be gay, what the culture is, things to
look out for. There was a couple of good studies that I've read for my thesis about it.
>> Interviewer:
I haven't heard of that. I'll have to check that out actually. I think one of the things that's really
interesting is, that's really insightful, that you know you can partner up with someone, because
you don't know. You mentioned online dating and online chat rooms and for me, that was one of
the ways I learned about the community and so there was questions. I remember one time-this
was several years ago-because I noticed the community-there's a lot of (for me at least) I've
noticed a lot of play on words, right? There's a play on words and there's these multiple
meanings and if you aren't exposed to that, you don't know what certain things mean, and so one
of the questions I had been asked one time, and I use this, because I find it humorous, but it was
like, "Do I like water sports?" And I was like, "Well yeah ! I love to go, like I like swimming, I
like boating, all that stuff." Well, that's obviously not the meaning of it in that specific context,
and so I found from an early age that when I gave my response, "Well sure, where do you like to
boat at? " Obviously, I learned quickly that that's not what that meant. So I l earned that word
playing is something that we do or we have multiple meanings for different contexts. Do you
think that that is the case?
>> Participant:
It's very, very true. Even within the LGBTQ community, there's subgroups within that. There's
bears, there's cubs, there's straight, there's the derogatory "fag", which is a subgroup in the gay
community, there's queer, there's all of these groups and it goes kind of into in-group, out-group
language. Like you said, "water sports", the LGBTQ community usually knows what that means
whereas the out-group thinks it's boating, or swimming, or whatever, although it's sort of leaking
out into the heterosexual world as I like to call it. There's so many. Or in the 70's, they'd ask you,
"Are you a friend of Dorothy?" Things of that nature where if you're not a part of the
community, you don't know what it means. It's definitely that in-group, out-group language, but
there's no one there to teach you that.
>> Interviewer:
Right.
>> Participant:
It's very--that's where a lot of the Googling or Urban Dictionary (a lot of those non-reliable
sources), but things that help you discover.
>> I nterviewer:
Where you may j ust use it as a reference/just be like you can learn the context.
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>> Participant:
Right.
>> Interviewer:
Ok. There is a really interesting-and I think that this came out in the 80's, but it may be the 90's
but it's called "Gay Speak". [It's] a book and I've read it in reference to this particular project that
I found really interesting. I was like, "Oh yeah, that's trne, that's trne." Also, you're talking about
this in-group, out-group thing. There was, it was called the "hankie " codes or handkerchief
codes, and that was prevalent in l ike the '70's and '80's. I'm not sure now, but->> Participant:
Well, that even goes in the jai l community. The sagging of the pants typically means->> Interviewer:
You know, that's really interesting that you brought that up. Right. That's where that type, the
behavior came from.
>> Participant:
Right, and if people would know that, I think it would change a lot.
>> Interviewer:
How they wear their c lothing.
>> Participant:
But, you know, in the jail community you j ust know that that's what that means, where that's not
really the homosexual community, but like you said the handkerchief and even in the gay
community, l ittle things l ike that can target or if you go to a leather bar, you know where you're
going and you know what group or dynamic is going to be there.
>> Interviewer:
Ok, so the cues that you use may well depend on the group that you're in or the context?
>> Participant:
Right.
>> Interviewer:
Ok. So you started dating. You found somebody through online means in high school , so how
did you learn how to interact with potential romantic partners? Like just interaction.
>> Participant:
I mean, it's as simple as watching porn, I believe.
>> Interviewer:
Oh no, I'm not even talking about sex.
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>> Participant:
Oh no, that's j ust where I learned that it's ok to kiss, it's ok to hold hands.
>> Interviewer:
But I think that's reall y insightful.
>> Participant:
Right. I mean it's unfortunate. Now I don't think it's the same way, because we have so many
television shows that are really trying to have more of the positive gay characters come out and
be in successful relationships.
>> Interviewer:
Versus the flighty--I mean, when I was a teenager, the big one was like "Will and Grace", and so
the difference that I see between "Will and Grace" then and what we have now is they were
always on successful relationships, they always took on these specific gender roles in
relationships, and one was over sexualized, and there was this huge difference.
>> Participant:
Like in "Glee" for example, Kurt and Blain and Santana and Brittany, there's no defining roles
for either of them. They're homosexual or in the case of Brittany and Santana, they identify as
bisexual, but regardless->> Interviewer:
They're in a same sex relationship.
>> Participant:
Right. They're in this same sex relationship and there's no i dentifying roles and so I'm really,
really glad those types of characters are being deve loped and being shown in television shows
now, because it's making the gay community or modern family with the two dads, just things like
that show positive gay role models, ways that you can be gay and it be ok and this is how to act,
and this i s ok to act l ike this, as opposed to, I believe, the twenties generation now, the
Generation X or whatever we're in. I don't remember all that, but oh, no, we're millennial
students. The millennial generation didn't have that many characters. Like you said, "Will and
Grace"-! don't even remember, there might have been a few episodes where they showed same
sex couples kissing even. You don't really see a whole lot of that. You know that they're gay, but
it's not l ike you see those intimate actions being done.
>> Interviewer:
Right. When you were learning to interact with romantic partners, was there ever just a moment
where you were like, "Oh, this i s how it works. " Or do you think that your interaction on dates is
similar to how heterosexual couples interact on dates?
>> Participant:
I definitely think it was a lot of trial and error to figure that out, especially being in public on
dates. It was one of those things, "Well, can I hold his hand? Can I give him a hug? Is it
appropriate to kiss? Is it not appropriate to kiss?" Just because we're i n that hetero-normative
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society where heterosexuality is the norm, so there was a lot of first having to be comfortable
with yourself, then having to be comfortable with the relationship you're in, and then defining
those norms within a relationship. From heterosexual couples that I'm good friends with, I've
actually seen the same thing happen to them. I just think the whole entire idea of P.D.A. in
general is something that you have to be comfortable with, but as far as behind closed doors, it
was definitely one of those things where, "Oh, you can do this too, because just because we're
gay doesn't mean we can't kiss or doesn't mean we can't j ust--I think the gay community often
times is viewed as just having sex, just having intimate->> Interviewer:
It's over-sexualized.
>> Participant:
Right. You can't just kiss, or cuddle, or hold hands.
>> Interviewer:
Hang out on the couch.
>> Participant:
Right. It's always assumed you're having sex .
>> Interviewer:
Right. What do you think about "gaydar"?
>> Participant:
Personally, I joke about it existing, but you can't actually rely on gaydar, because it doesn't
actually exist. As we talked about a lot of the nonverbal and verbal cues of being gay, there's
nothing set in stone. I believe that when two gay people meet, there's often that instant
connection with j ust words said or just simple conversation, but there is no such thing as gaydar.
I believe that some people are better at spotting it than others, but you're never going to be right
1 00% of the time.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think that you are good at identifying fellow--?
>> Paiiicipant:
Usually, actually yes. Just by identifying those verbal and nonverbal cues.
>> Interviewer:
What if they haven't come out?
>> Participant:
That's when it gets tricky, because you almost want to tell them that it's ok, but you don't want to
overstep that boundary, because let's say that they're not and you're just making that assumption,
you don't want to ruin a relationship or just even embarass someone l ike that.
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>> Interviewer:
Ok, so you don't think that gaydar itself doesn't exist, but you think that maybe conversational
cues or certain communicative competencies that you're able to pick up on?
>> Participant:
Often times I think it's just the connection, just there's something when you see someone it's
almost like, oh yeah, they are. But I don't believe that "gaydar" exists, because of the simple fact
that I think people base it off so many stereotypes, as opposed to feelings about people.
>> Interviewer:
Sure. So let's change the word. How did you develop the competency of being abl e to get a
feeling for people?
>> Participant:
It started out by hanging out with other homosexuals, getting to know them, getting to know
commonalities and common mannerisms that most homosexuals have-like I said, being well
dressed is typically associated, being overly expressive. I found that most homosexual men
surround themselves with more females than males-things like that, and then to go to the lesbian
community, they dress more butch or they typically--there's the tenn "love sick lesbian".
>> Interviewer:
I am smiling, sorry, because I have interviewed some members of the lesbian community and
you're saying what they say. They try to out butch each other.
>> Participant:
Right.
>> Interviewer:
It's funny. I'm not smiling->> Participant:
Yeah, it's one of those things that lipstick lesbians are actually very rare in the community.
>> Interviewer:
B ecause they try to have butch parties like butching each other, and then the gay men are like,
"What are you doing?" I'm perplexed by it. I'm like really?
>> Participant:
That's why I feel that, this kind of goes off topic, but that's why trans-sexuality is so hard to come
by in the lesbian community, because sometimes people get confused that, "No, I'm very happy
being a woman. I just like to dress this way."
>> Interviewer:
I think that that's a really valid point, because I can't even explore those notions, because it does
and I think that the gay men and lesbian women are even themselves confused by trans-sexuality.
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>> Participant:
The only way you fully understand it is to be trans-sexual, I believe.
>> Interviewer:
Right, because it's perplexing to me. There was a couple that got engaged at the White House
and I 'm not--because the individual is a post-opp trans-sexual now a male, has female re
assignment, identifies as a lesbian, but is male. The partner, his partner, is female, so it's->> Participant:
It's complicated. Yes.
>> Interviewer:
It is very complicated, I know, and so I tried to have--I'm not sure, so anyway->> Participant:
It's something that if you're not a part of that community->> Interviewer:
It's difficult, yeah, it's hard to->> Participant:
You could read as many artic les as you want until you->> Interviewer:
Right, and understand when I'm asking questions about sexual orientation, my own belief is that
it is a continuum. I identify this way and this is what I'm attracted to, so kind of back to your
thing, I don't know, so just asking.
>> Participant:
Right.
>> Interviewer:
Ok, well that actually concludes our interview, so I would l ike to thank you for your
participation. Are there any questions you have for me?
>> Participant:
No, not right now.
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Appendix F

Sex: Female
Age: 34 years old
Sexual Orientation:
Infonned Consent:

Exclusively Straight
Yes. On file, signed with permission to record.

>> Interviewer:
Alright, so I do have your permission to record?
>> Participant:
Yep.
>> Interviewer:
This is Interview ID 9004, female, age 34, and i dentifies as exclusive ly straight. Can you please
first explain how comfortable you are with your sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
I ' m 1 00 percent comfortable with my sexual orientation, but I appreciate all sexual orientation.
>> Interviewer:
Ok. How public are you about it? For exampl e, does your sexual orientation come up in all
aspects of your life, or is it influential in all aspects of your life?
>> Participant:
I think it's influential to me personally in all aspects of my life. However I don 't try to hide it. If
somebody asks or if someone sees me with my significant other, I ' m not l ike "Oh I don't want
these people to know". At the same time I think because I 've been such an ally to my friends and
family in the LGBT community that I 've learned to respect that there are certain levels of where
it's appropriate and not appropriate for them or where they've had struggles. I guess appropriate
is not the right word. And so I just don't publicly walk in say hey I have a boyfriend and this is
our status and things of that nature. Though I am comfortable with my orientation I don't
necessarily make it- I ' m not a walking display board of my relationship.
>> Interviewer:
Can you take a minute to think about a time in your life when you wanted to communicate your
sexual orientation to another person? What was the situation for the first one you remembered
and why? I a lso want you to know that thi s i s going to be a l ittle bit more of a difficult interview
for you, but that ' s good for this.
>> Participant:
Right. I think. I guess I was with my family. I had an uncle who was openly gay in my family
and even with my family, so not just necessarily in my work or things of that nature am I super
open about my relationship, and so even though I dated in high school and college, I was never
the type to come home and be l ike oh, this boy is so cute or those types of things, and so I guess
for me, it was in telling my family, because my uncle was gay and because I didn't talk a lot
about my relationships, I think there was a lot of presumptions that I was a lesbian from my
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family. I just remember telling them that I had a boyfriend and my bigger concern at the point
was that my boyfriend was of a different race than I was, and so that was the hurdle-how do I
present this to my family, and telling them and it being more like well, we're just glad you're
straight versus their being concerned necessarily with his race. It was a quandary for me, because
I ' m trying to detennine how to tell my family about this guy and I was kind of challenged by
how do I explore the race component to it and my family then responds to it like well you're
straight, whatever and kind of moved on, so that was a difficult time for me, because I was more
concerned about the race component.
>> Interviewer:
Ok. What about another time when you maybe were looking for a romantic partner? Obviously
you have to determine their sexual orientation, but more impo1iantly, they need to know that
you're available and that you are heterosexual. H ow do you communicate that, or do you?
>> Participant:
I think for me, people I was interested in I just always approached them, and started talking to
them, and j ust kind of saw where things went. I think just communication, like hey you want to
catch a movie, some of those types of things, especially if l met them in a group of people or saw
them in a group of people, trying to create those exclusive one-on-one opportunities with the
individual versus the whole group and kind of trying to pull that out. If I was in a situation where
I wasn' t sure what that other person ' s orientation themselves was, then I might opposed to going
from a group of ten people to just one-on-one, I might scale it down to a group of three or four
people where the conversation could be a little more intimate or things of that nature.
>> Interviewer:
Sure.
>> Participant:
To be honest though, that's really only happened l ike once or twice. Most of the time when I've
found people, I ' ve had some of that background knowledge because there was like a mutual
friend or someone who was kind of like hey I have this friend, blah, blah, b lah.
>> Interviewer:
Ok. On the occasions that you wanted to communicate your sexual orientation, whether it was to
your family or even in an office setting, what are some of the nonverbal and verbal cues or
behaviors that you use to send the message? For example, verbal cues would be like what did
you say? Like in the family, I know you said "This is my boyfriend," so you ' re expl icitly stating.
This is a challenge to think about, because we live in this one particular->> Participant:
I think, for me, I feel l ike I'm in a unique situation, because when I was very little up until I was
about three or four, my uncle was married to a female and I had an Aunt Diane, but it was a
situation for my uncle where he was living in a lifestyle that was not him. H e had gone away to
college, he was openly gay, but he l ived in a small rural community, and so it was not
appropriate for him to come back and be openly gay and things of that nature, and so he got
married and did the whole what you were supposed to do at that time frame that was the norm in
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this community. My uncle finally decided enough i s enough by the late ' 7 0 ' s/early 80 's. He was
kind of like I ' m done living the life of who I'm not, so he and my Aunt Diane got divorced and I
know I wasn't over the age of five, but all of a sudden I have my Uncle Dan and now I have
Uncle Joe. I feel l ike, for me, one of the things I feel very privileged and b lessed to have is that
from a very young age, I've been able to understand and interact with sexual orientations that
were not my sexual orientation. For me, it's not that I've necessarily tried to hide my anything,
but in a work p lace the words significant other or partner have always been a part of my
vocabulary, and so even though people who know me know that I have a boyfriend and those
types of things, I still use significant other or partner when I'm talking about James. This is my
partner, thi s is my significant other, because my current boyfriend just met my dad thi s past
weekend and I introduced him as James, my partner. For me, because significant other and
partner are kind of my background and my language, I actually think that I probably create more
mystery about my sexual orientation for myself and let people wonder-especially with my
involvement with LGBTQA advisory committees and, advising student groups, and things like
that I a lot of times, get guilty by association. I wil l have people who-when I ran my residence
hall, my patiner at the time was leaving and we were coming out rather late and someone was
like, "That's a guy coming out of Dana's apartment." Then, somebody final ly just had the
courage to be l ike, "We thought you were a lesbian," and I was like, "Why?" They were like,
"Well, you advised Davinci," which was like the equivalent to EIU's Pride. I was like, "Why
would you make that assumption though?" So for me, for my sexual orientation, it's l ike I feel
like it's a great thing of being so young and having those experiences with my uncle. I was very
close to him, we did a lot of stuff together. I was the ten year who had seen our drag show,
because it was appropriate for my uncle to take me to those things. For me, sexual orientation
was what you do in your bedroom with that person is what you do and who you are. I understood
it, but I just->> Interviewer:
So you learned from an early age that sexual behavior and how you identify with your sexual
orientation isn't indicative of the person. It gave you a broader world view. It is interesting the
verbal messages you use like 'partner' . If you are in an office with different people and you have
a partner and I have a partner, then we 're equal, so if I have a partner and you have a p artner,
then we 're equals right? It doesn't determine-so I think that's really interesting, which is really
good in my opinion.
>> Participant:
Well it is interesting, because a good friend of mine on this campus was talking and they had
said something about their partner and I had said something. They were l ike, "I thought you
knew. " I said, "I could have made and assumption based on things you've said and done, but
you've never shared with me your sexual orientation, so therefore I j ust assumed that when you
were ready to tell me, you'd tell me, if you ever felt it my business. If you have a signi ficant
other, you have someone that you love and care about a lot and hopefully who loves and cares
about you too. If you tell me you have a partner, my next thought i s great, I hope they treat you
the way you want to be treated-whether it's a male or a female is your business unless you decide
to tell me." I was pretty close to thi s person, but they said, "Wow, you really do live this life." I
was like it wasn't imperative of how we created our bonds together. If I brought my significant
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other and you brought your significant other together, it wouldn 't have changed how we
interacted.
>> Interviewer:
And again, your uncle was still your uncle. You said though, until they actually said to you,
"This is my orientation", you could have made assumptions and assumptions are what they are
and stereotypes are what they are, but we all do them. I mean people make those judgments.
What do you think that you used, or in this particular case with this person, what were some
behavioral cues or nonverbal cues you used to make that assumption?
>> Participant:
I think for me with that person, it was the importance and relevance of some of the committees
we had sat on and how passionate they became about specific or particular topics and for me it
was one of those things where we could be in one meeting and I could see person x as this, but
then we'd be in another meeting and I was like they could be this. For me, it was like when I had
this conversation with the person, my thought was more I could have taken the time to sit down
and make those assumptions, but the work we were doing together was more important to me
than their sexual orientation and I agree with you. I think that we all do-like I ' ll see a student
and wonder if they are this or that, whether it' s my work with the LGBTQA areas or one of the
minority areas and things. You have those wonders, because you see them do certain things and
it' s just natural curiosity. For me, I have a selfish ulterior motive when I'm trying to make those
assumptions about someone' s sexual orientation, because I see a powerhouse behind somebody
and I think, "If I could get them to speak up for this--." When I ' m trying to detennine something
so important about somebody, it 's because you have something I need right now to make an
impact for campus. I think it's because a lot of the relationship choices I've made in my own
personal rel ationships by dating outside of my race and seeing how my uncle was treated by
immediate family to extended family, how I saw friends in my uncle ' s circle be treated, I really
try to not base something on sexual orientation. Like when people sec a guy come in in all these
flaming colors, people are like he has to be gay. I ' m that person who is l ike why do you say that?
We' l l be somewhere and someone is like he has to be gay and I ' m like does he? I ' l l stop and ask
myself why does it matter? But when I 'm in that selfish ulterior motive mode, it does matter,
because I ' m trying to accomplish a certain goal and I need this person to do this.
>> Interviewer:
What do you think causes you- when you do have those moments that you orient someone' s
particular orientation? Because it' s different and I think one of the important things for people to
explore themselves- you' ve talked about dating a person of a different ethnicity, which is good. I
think it's wonderful, because it gives you a broader world view. It helps you grow as a person
and gives you a broader perspective of people.
>> Participant:
If I have to look at the majority of staff at E IU who I'm closest to, they are either African
American or they identify with the LGBTQA component of the LGBTQA group at EIU, and I
think part of that is because of how I was raised. I was always friends with everybody, but I was
always closest to those people who were the underdog type of people, and so for me it' s kind of
one of those things of being able to bond with them on a common ground. They've probably
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done things that I would do l ike if somebody called me from that core group and said, "Hey,
there 's going to be an amazing drag show here. Do you want to go with me?" That's the type of
entertainment and those are the type of people I want to be with. If l feel like it's one of those
where it' s eating at me, I feel like probably I ' m building that closer bond or connection with
them and it' s not l ike if they said, "Oh, I ' m straight, I just enjoy this stuff too," then I'm going to
write you off, but what that does tell me is if they're straight and in that arena, we've had similar
life experiences, and so those are the people that I am looking to connect and bond with, because
I don 't want to be with people who aren't progressive to explore the world and those options. Do
I see myself climbing into bed with a woman? No, it' s just not one of those things that is there
for me, but if that ' s what a female friend of mine wants to do, then whatever. I know who I am,
sexually oriented. I have a really good friend who refers to me as her ex-wife and I refer to her as
my ex-wife. Am I ever going to stop refeITing to her as my ex-wife? No. I am a lesbian? No. Do
people who don't know us understand that? No. People who know us don't understand that.
>> Interviewer:
I think that's funny. I can relate to that, because my very best friend-we've known each other for
years and we w ere actually just at a conference in November at Disney World, and so we're on
this bus and I'm sitting with my arm around her. She ' s talking to her husband on the phone and
they' re getting ready to buy a house. So she gets off the phone and a lady on the bus goes, "Oh,
you guys are buying a house together?" My friend responds, "Oh, yeah, my husband is working
on this deal right now." Well, everyone sees me with my ann around her and this little boy goes,
"Well, who 's that?" S he said, "He 's my friend." Now assumptions get made. The cues that you
use to determine another's sexual orientation-what are they? Do you use any other cues besides
the social groups they belong to? Obviously, you 're not using them in a negative type of way.
>> Participant:
I ' m to that point in my life where I used them, but--. I remember-this is one of the other life
lessons I 've learned. It was my senior year, there was a guy on the cheerleading team who I was
friends with and I was just like the guy is gay, so we had been friends since third grade and the
co-captain of the cheerleading team sat in front of me and her boyfriend sat behind me. It was a
big day for me. Stacy and my friend Levi are passing notes to me. Stacy's note said, "I think I'm
pregnant by Josh and we just broke up. " Levi ' s note is, "I just want you to know that I'm gay."
So on Levi 's note I ' m like, "I know, thanks for telling me," and then I pass it back. On Stacy's
note I wrote, "Ok, you're pregnant, what can we do about it? You and Josh break up every other
day." Levi sent a note back that said, "What do you mean you know?" I was like, "I've known.
This is not new news to me." Now I realize as I ' m helping students through the coming out
process that I totally just stole his moment of coming out. At that point when it wasn't kosher to
be gay in high school, he ' s like well if you know, then who else knows? You know, all those
things that are sort of taboo and you don't want people doing. When I talked to him, he was like,
"What do you mean you knew?" and I was like, "I don't know-maybe it's because of some of the
things you do and say like usually guys hang with other groups of guys, but you hang one-on-one
with other guys. I don 't know-maybe it's because of my uncle who was gay. " He was like, "Oh,
but you're ok with it." I was like, 'Tm totally ok with it." That's back when everybody was
c laiming, "Oh, you just have really good ' gaydar'." But I can usually just feel it. Sometimes I'm
right and sometimes I'm wrong, but it doesn't matter.
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>> Interviewer:
You mentioned ' gaydar ' . What do you think about it? Obviously, you've been through a lot of
training. When I use the tenn, I ' m using it in quotes.
>> Participant:
I don 't know. I think that there are traits like when I was talking to my friend; I picked up on
traits that he was spending a lot of time individually with other guys, which were clearly not
traits of heterosexual men. Back then, everybody was talking about who they were screwing and
who they weren't screwing, so I guess I would coin the tenn situation cues. Do I really think that
it's ' gaydar' ? No. I think it' s some of that scientific elimination of these are the activities that
they are or are not doing, so maybe you could put it towards what their sexual orientation is. I
think because of how taboo the topic can be, it can be more hannful than good, so if someone is
playing the gaydar game and someone thinks you're a gay or a lesbian, most people can't take all
of the guilty by association that I 've dealt with, and so I think that if someone is playing the
gaydar game and labels you as lesbian, or gay, or bisexual and if the word gets out and that's not
what you are, then you have to deal with some of that guilty by associ ation. I think it can be
harmful to students or if people aren 't ready to come out.
>> Interviewer:
Again, you've talked about the process of coming out. Don't steal someone' s>> Participant:
Thunder.
>> Interviewer:
Right. It' s there story to tell. What about ' straightdar' ? (Telling if people are straight). Same
mechanism.
>> Particip ant:
Yeah, again, because I 've done so much work with minority groups, I think it k ind of depends on
the situation. If you ' re making assumptions that people are straight and you 're forcing straight
habits or tendencies on them, you could be doing more harm than good, because you could be
forcing them further into a closet. You' re telling them that you 're not an ok person for them to
come out to, because you're l ike, "Oh, well where' s your girlfriend/ where' s your boyfriend?"
>> Interviewer:
It's almost l ike the label has been sort of self-destructive.
>> Participant:
I 'm not going to lie; I 've been typically more with my LGBTQA friends and I 've had the most
fun at gay bars trying to figure out are they on your team or my team? And I think that there are
times and places where the ' gayday/staightday' are appropriate so to speak.
>> Interviewer:
No, I would agree. It' s contextually-
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>> Participant:
Right, because if you and I are close enough that we're going to go hang out at a bar together,
and pre-game at one of our places before and we 've got that rapp01i and relationship, then we
know where the level and those l ines are with each other. Where if I j ust met you today, "Oh,
let's go sit on a park bench and play with each other," it's highly inappropriate, because we don 't
know that much about each other. I ' ve been around my students that I advise and they' re like
what do you think about this and I ' m like I don't know, because again time and place-time and
place to do that with my friends versus my students.
>> Interviewer:
Right. There 's a big difference. I agree with that completely. I think also (although this isn't on
the protocol) that you make a really good point about being guilty by association of whatever and
that' s something that's hard for anyone to stand up in that group with a lot of stigmas attached,
because we see that in a lot of different aspects where there are a lot of stigmas attached.
>> Paiiicipant:
What ' s funny is those guilty by association happen from outside and inside.
>> Interviewer:
Oh, absolutely.
>> Participant:
The last institution I was at, I had really good a friend who was going from M to F. We came to
the institution about the same time, we had worked on several programs together, kind of saw
this person through the whole transition, we had that moment of the coming out of the whole
transition, blah, blah, blah. It was one of those things l ike we were more than acquaintances, but
we weren't quite friends. We knew enough about each other, l ike yeah we might grab lunch
together, but it would be a work related lunch. That individual saw me with a partner and they
were l ike-(they didn ' t say anything), but the next time I saw them, they were like, "Were you
with--?" I was l ike, "Yeah, what ' s wrong with that?" They were l ike, "Totally thought you were
lesbian . " It's hard for me not to like--. They were like, "You seem offended," and I ' m not
offended, but like a lot of the time some of the people who made those assumptions and followed
up, I would have thought they knew. I ' m like you're on my educational committee. How can you
be on there when you're making these assumptions yourself? It' s one of those things and I
remember my ' Boss' student group that I advi sed-they were a non-disclosure group so you could
use aliases by your name if you didn ' t want to identify and things of that nature. You could walk
in and say, "Hey, I ' m Dana and I'm lesbian or I ' m Dana and I ' m straight," or I could be Sally.
We couple of students that I couldn' t keep track of their names, because they would change
names at every meeting and I'm like could you please choose a first and a middle name and
don ' t interchange them, because I'm trying to identify and get to know you. "Hey you" does not
work for me. I would tell them to explore their education. People can support you and not be
1 00% on that team. So I think in doing those educational committees, I found that you just have
to find those that will support you in that community.
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>> Interviewer:
I think that it's interesting, because you mentioned one of your colleagues at different institution
went through this transition. I think that sometimes we within the LGBTQA community�there
are a lot of misunderstandings. Sometimes we within our own groups don't even understand
some of the dynamics that are at play here. It' s complex. There was an individual who (I'm not
sure), but they got engaged at the White House. The individual identifies as a lesbian, but is a
post-opp male, so was a female who went through re-assignment surgery and now is living as a
male, but identifies as a lesbian. His partner is a female who is a lesbian as well. I had to draw
myself a board, because I was confused. This is huge and I think it was in November or
December, or maybe it' s October or November; somewhere in there. To me, I was confused and
I got on my tangent about labels. Again, I was confused, but it' s like you said, it doesn't matter
what your preference or sexual orientation is if you have someone who makes you happy and
you make them happy. But I was confused. I was confused.
>> Participant:
What you do in your bedroom doesn't matter. As long as it's human-to-human and age
appropriate human-to-human. I just can't get into the dog, the cat. Don 't know that we can hang
out together. As long as it's age appropriate human-to-human, do what you do.
>> Interviewer:
Right, but with the whole labels it became confusing, so I'm like people are people.
>> Participant:
To me, that person would identify as now straight, because you're a man dating women, though
you used to be a woman. Then like you said, you label yourself and that ' s the label people should
understand. If you told me you were a lesbian and I ' m sitting across from you thinking, "Clearly
this i s a guy," if you told me you're a lesbian, who am I to be like, "You 're not a lesbian."
>> Interviewer:
That ' s where if we look at sexual orientation it gets interesting, because it' s a label. If a person
has a lack of sexual behavior, that person has no sexual orientation. A nun, for example, or a
priest who is not having sex, are they without sexual orientation? I don't know, so it's kind of a
conundrum. Anyway, that concludes the interview process. Thank you very much.
>> Participant:
Not a problem.
>> Interviewer:
And I have your consent to record?
>> Participant:
Yeah.
>> Interviewer:
Great. Ok, so do you have any questions for me?
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No.
>> Interviewer:
Great. Well I want to thank you for participating in my study and if you have any questions,
please feel free to contact me.
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Appendix G

Sex: Male
Age: 23 years old
Sexual Orientation:
Informed Consent:

Exclusively Gay
Yes. On file, signed with permission to record.

>> Interviewer:
This is interview ID 9005, 23 year old male, primary language English and self identifies as
exclusively gay. Do I have you permission to record?
>> Participant:
Yes.
>> Interviewer:
First if you could p lease explain how comfortable you are with your sexual orientation.
>> Participant:
Uh. Very comfortable.
>> Interviewer:
How public are you about it?
>> Participant:
I am public.
>> Interviewer:
Okay so, when you say public would you say you're open about it in all areas or aspects of your
l i fe?
>> Participant:
I'm open about my sexuality in all areas of my life. Um at work, at home, at school, in classes, in
my dorm. Just about everywhere that I can think of.
>> Interviewer:
Are there any areas in your life where you keep your sexual orientation private?
>> Participant:
No.
>> Interviewer:
P lease take a minute to think about a time in your life when you have wanted to communicate
your sexual orientation to another person. What was the situation for the first one you remember
and why were you i nterested in communicating your sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Just to clarify, the first time I can recall or. .
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>> Interviewer:
Sure.
>> Participant:
That would be when I was 1 6 years old, when I first found out I was attracted to men. I wanted
to communicate it to my best friend at the time. And I did. ((pause)) It went very well cause
((pause)) well she was in the same- she was in the same boat essentially.
>> Interviewer:
What about another time you were interested in communicating your sexual orientation. If you
could tell me about the situation and why you were interested in communicating it to another. It
doesn't have to be anything life changing just whatever comes into your mind.
>> Participant:
Um about two years. I think this would be about uh 20 1 0 when I first came to Eastern Illinois
University. Urn I ((pause)) I uh ((pause)) On my floor ((pause)) I didn't come out uh- to other
people on my floor. I had a room to myself so I didn't have a roommate that I had to come out to.
But I didn't come out to the other people on my floor.
>> Interviewer:
Your floor mates?
>> Participant:
Yeah my floor mates. Uh for uh a few days or so. Maybe a week. I can't recall exactly, but urn
((pause)) I finally did- when I did- I finally did come out to them uh when we were walking- uh
when we were walking back from lunch. I kind of uh made- I kind of made a j oke about it. To
kind of smooth the ice over kind of thing. And uh they were totally uh they were totally fine with
it.
>> Interviewer:
Why did you want to communicate it?
>> Participant:
I ((pause)) felt the need- I felt I wanted to communicate it because I wanted them to know more
about me and my life. They're friends of mine. I wanted them to know just for that reason. Also
me personally if I'm going to be l iving - if I'm uh if I'm uh- if I'm going to be living with- If I'm
going to be living in c lose proximity with other people, using the same shower room and sharing
a private space I feel that I guess I do have a responsibi lity to at least l et them know. I know that
uh. I know that not every- not everyone would feel that way. But at least for me I guess that's
why I felt I wanted to communicate my sexual- communicate that I'm gay to them. Just to let
them know. Again, I understand that not everyone shares this view point and I don't hold it
against them if they don't. But I guess I don't want to make people uncomfortable just- Uh just
because I'm around and we're you know forced to share a shower room together.
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>> Interviewer:
When you talk about that, actually you mention you have a responsibility.
>> Participant:
Yeah, they have a right to be comfortable in their own homes.
>> Interviewer:
Why do you think they wouldn't be comfortable?
>> Participant:
It's not so much that I thought that they wouldn't be comfortable. Again, I had been friends with
them for a little while so- I guess I had some sense of who they were or what they're feelings
about certain things are. But ((pause)) uh- I mean- I uh- some people will always surprise you.
It's uh- it's ((pause)) not so much that they wouldn't be, that's not the issue. That's not the issues.
The issue is that it's something they should know- so I uh- I gave them the infonnation.
>> Interviewer:
On occasions when you wanted to communicate you're gay, can you please describe both the
verbal and nonverbal cues or behaviors you used to send this message?
>> Participant:
Verbal cues, I said I was- I am gay.
>> Interviewer:
Do you ever use non-verbal cues? For example, if you're in a situation that you wanted to meet
someone that may be of the same sexual orientation that you are, but you're not totally sure and
you don't know if they know about your sexual orientation. But you want to let them know and
didn' t want to just come out and say you're gay. Sometimes maybe it's not possible to directly
ask them their sexual orientation.
>> Participant:
That's true.
>> Interviewer:
Do you read into certain behaviors or certain other things attempting to determine their sexual
orientation?
>> Participant:
Uh yes. I do read into body language - yeah mostly body language.
>> Interviewer:
What kind of body language?
>> Participant:
Well a lot of times it's the way I hold myself. So I guess maybe I look at uh. Maybe I look at
people' s body language. I mean uh- Or if I'm trying to meet someone I like I may try to hold eye
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contact longer than would be generally normal. I uh- may try to sit or stand closer to them. So
kind of uh. Well kind of things I would do- I kind of uh. I look for it in other people too.
>> Interviewer:
So using these cues what occasions would you use them for? Is it just to express interest in
someone?
>> Participant:
I guess I'd use these cues uh ((pause)). Well if l was attracted to someone. I mean uh- Well the
ones just mentioned. I mean there's all sorts of things and for different reasons. Like uh- I'd use
for people that I want to maybe just be friends with and for people who may have a similar
orientation that I don't to be romantically involved or sexually involved with I uh- Well before I
would explicitly j ust ask the person I guess I kind of want to "test the water".
>> Interviewer:
So do you think if you're trying to "test the water" you primarily use non-verbal cues?
>> Participant:
Not really. I uh- I well- I probably just- well generally use verbal cues . Not just stated questions.
Not uh- Not just coming out asking if they're gay. I may talk about my likes I dislikes and see if
they kind of pickup on uh on what I'm saying. Or, maybe like if I'm in a restaurant and a hot
waiter walks by I may uh 1 may say "oh, he's cute" .
>> Interviewer:
Meaning you may explicitly say something.
>> Participant:
Yeah. I guess. I'm uh. I- I'm more or less trying to judge their reaction.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think that, in your experience, people of the same sexual orientation use language in a
certain way that may cause you to think, "Oh, they may be gay" .
>> Participant:
Yes.
>> Interviewer:
Can you tell me about that?
>> Participant:
It's uh it' s kind of hard to give specifics. I guess it's not something you think about a lot. Well
you do obviousl y ((laughs)).
>> Interviewer:
I've probably thought about it too much ((laughs)).
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>> Interviewer: Okay, well you mentioned being i n a restaurant and seeing or meeting a hot
waiter. Do you think that you'd pay attention to the way the individual speaks or words they use?
>> Participant:
Well I mean certain words or phrases. Kind of uh- they kind of make a l i ght go off in my head.
>> Interviewer:
What kind of words?
>> Participant:
Like the word "partner". It just seems that everyone so often says boyfriend, fiance, or husband
or sometimes ex-husband if they're female or girlfriend, fiancee, bride, wife, or ex-wife if they're
male. I don't know. These words have a lot of meaning. I mean at least right now I can't say this
is my fiance or this is my ex-husband. But I can use the word uh "partner". So I- uh. I think that
um the word partner would kind of make me think that the person speaking is gay like me. It 's
kind of weird, but I mean I could say this is my husband (even if it's not legally tme here) but
clearl y that's going to announce to the world that I'm a male calling someone my husband and
I've now- well I guess you could say I let the rainbow out of the bag. I don 't know. Uh it's- it
kind of depends on the situation. I mean. I'm kind of always thinking about a million things. Like
kind of uh- k ind of making sure I'm not uh I- I don't want to say the wrong word to
misunderstand what someone has said for well ((pause)) I don't I don't want to come off like an
like an idiot. But I uh I- well there's also a concern about safety. Maybe I uh ((pause)). Maybe I
just heard them the wrong way and then uh maybe they used what I said to kind of ((pause)). Uh
kind of to hurt me in some way. Either physically or just try to- uh I don' t know. Maybe uh- or
kind of ruin my reputation or make me- uh. Make me look l ike someone I'm not.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think this is something you worry about often?
>> P articipant:
Not really. More like uh. More like I'm just aware of what I'm saying. What others are saying
kind of uh ((pause)). Kind of how people are acting. Sometimes whom I'm with or what the
situation is.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think there are occasions when you want conceal your sexual orientation?
>> P articipant:
Yes.
>> Interviewer:
Can you please describe that?
>> Partic ipant:
Well it would like be because I'm in a new place that I uh- I didn't know anything about and 1you know I didn't know. So you know I didn't want to you know come out flaming and have that
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be that the wrong thing to do. Uh. But it's easier I ((pause)). I- I ((pause)) I hide my sexual
orientation when I don't know the situation, the atmosphere, or what it's like. Or i f l- i f l know
what it's like and coming out would cause- woul d cause unnecessary problems for me or cause
problems for people I care about l ike my friends or whatever. Um or- uh if there- if there could
be a threat to someone's safety. However, I don't think that I'm walking around announcing that
I'm gay around uh- around every comer. So I guess I just become a lot more aware of my own
sexual orientation and kind of- I kind of make sure I don't you know stand out or whatever I Uh I
j ust try to fit in and say what I need to in that scenario.
>> Interviewer:
How do you do this?
>> Participant:
Hide my sexual orientation?
>> Interviewer:
Yes or conceal based on the specific situation you're in at that time.
>> Participant:
Change my body language. Change the way I speak. I try not to gesture. I may kind of uh try to
speak at a lower pitch. I kind of just adapt to the mannerisms and language of those around me.
Or of ((pause)) whatever is- well honestly I guess I'm going to try to become straighter. For
example, if a waitress walks by this time in a bar and these straight guys are there and I'm trying
to not disclose my sexual orientation - if they said something like "man she looks really hot
tonight" I may reply something l ike yeah she looks pretty good. But I wouldn't I uh- I wouldn't
be the first to bring that up either.
>> Interviewer:
Do you fee l l ike you have to adapt to your surroundings or the context?
>> Participant:
Yeah. I mean I can say "yeah she's hot or attractive" and not really uh- I can just be commenting
on the fact that a person is attractive. I don' t know. It's weird. It's kind of a pain in the ass
sometimes. I can say- uh. Well sometimes it's tiresome.
>> Interviewer:
My next question, do you have any experiences where you personally wanted to learn or find out
about another's sexual orientation? Can you describe the first instance you think of and describe
the reasons why and what you did to go about learning about their sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Um ((pause)). Well the first one I can remember, would be in high school . I was attracted to a
guy and I uh ((pause)). I was 99.99 percent sure he was gay.
>> Interviewer:
Why?
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>> Participant:
Uh ((pause)). I- I uh- I'll admit he fit every stereotype. The closest approximation to his
mannerisms- how he acted was Jack McFarland from Will and Grace. And well I was uh- I was
almost certain, but I didn't want to assume. So I uh. I just asked around. I eventually asked him
directly of course, I mean after we had you know started talking for a while and I just came right
out and asked him. We started dating then shortly after that.
>> Interviewer:
Do you know why you were initially interested in his sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
I guess I was romantically and sexually attracted to him. So I guess I kind of wanted to find out
to see if it was even a possibility that we could be uh. Maybe be involved. Well, I guess maybe I
was sexually attracted or well just attracted to him at first and then well uh the romantic
attraction and sexual attraction I guess came later. I mean- I'm uh not sure if it's possible to be
romantically attracted to someone before you even get to know them.
>> Interviewer:
Do you have another time you can remember when you wanted to detennine another's sexual
orientation?
>> Participant:
Um here's a good one. A relative of mine. Actually uh a close relative of mine. A female relative
was uh ((pause)). Had uh ((pause)) had a lot of mannerisms and actions that suggested to me that
she might be a lesbian.
>> Interviewer:
Um hm. What were those?
>> Participant:
Um. She had boyfriends in middle school. But that's boyfri ends in finger quotes. I mean you go
out- but really where do you go? I mean I had girlfriends quote in quote in middle school too, but
that doesn't really count. At least not in my mind. But I hadn't heard, when we were both in
college. I hadn't heard from here in quite some time whether she was in a relationship with- with
anyone or any men for quite some time. In addition she had been quite tom boyish- which isn't
that uncommon in today's society given that heterosexual women either of course. But
specifically she was involved with an athletic sport that well uh- that uh>> Interviewer:
So she was involved in an organized sports team?
>> Participant:
Lacrosse actually. I mean it's not softball. I mean I'm not being stereotypical or trying to be, but
sometimes they exist for a reason. I mean- if I meet someone who likes softball I guess I kind of
become aware that they might be a lesbian. I'm kind of like "oh, you l ike softball. How much?"
Anyway, she always liked to talk about her female friends, occasionally her male friends, but
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they were- uh they were almost incidental to the story. She was always closest with her female
friends. I admit I wondered how close. And, well this was after I had come out. I guess I felt that
if she was a lesbian that well maybe there would be a connection there or at least she could feel
comfortable corning out to me if she needed to. l mean- I would hope that she would have felt
comfortable enough to tell me. And- well uh ((pause)). Uh we were uh actually grabbing lunch
together one day. And well when we were driving there I flat out- well I kind of said "You know
if there's anything that- you know you haven't gone out- I mean you haven't talked about a lot of
boyfriends. If there's anything you want to tell me it' s okay." I kind of told her you know I'm
open with our family and it's gone very well. I've gotten very lucky with them um and I wanted
her to know that if there's anything- if you are- I mean. I basically wanted to say to her "if you
are homosexual or at least just not heterosexual that's okay.
>> Interviewer:
Were you trying to support her?
>> Participant:
Yeah . I just wanted her to feel supp01ied no matter what. Or at least know that I uh supported her
and that she could come to me. Anyway she said, "Oh! thank you but I'm not". She's- well still at
least as far as I know, still a heterosexual. I guess there was enough signs there that I wanted to
be supportive even if I was wrong. As it turns out I was wrong. But I wanted to be there to
express support to her because she is a close relative who was supportive of me when I came out.
>> Interviewer:
What about another time when you wanted to detennine another's sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Not that I can think of directly. I mean. I do kind of pay attention to s ituations and how people
interact and how they behave. I kind of uh I guess I use cues or something. Like if you were to
uh show me 1 00 people who are having conversations with one another, I could maybe kind of
become aware of sexual orientations that are different from the typ ical straight person j ust in the
way that they converse with others. I don't know. It's not really a science. I uh. I guess it's about
being observant or kind ofjust people watching. I mean- I'm not saying I could just look at a
picture and tel l . Sometimes it's about what people are saying or Uh what they don't say. Not
reall y meaning the pitch of their voice - although sometimes that kind of plays into, but I just
k ind of become aware. It's not one or another kind of thing, but, l maybe may j ust be like "hmm
maybe they're gay" . Then I'd investigate further.
>> Interviewer:
Earlier you mentioned clothing. Can you please describe how you use clothing as maybe
something that may cause you to become aware of another's sexual orientation?
>> Participant:
Well, I mean it's hard. Clearly women can wear men's clothing without raising eyebrows. But a
guy really can't wear a dress without people wondering. Although, it would be helpful if you're
chafing. But you know certain clothing can kind of tell a l ittle bit about a person. Not even like
shirts though. Accessories are kind of important too. I mean if a guy is accessorizing in certain
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ways well I may at least become aware of him and maybe if l was interested for some reason
even just to be a friend I may Uh I may try to learn more and then see if he is gay or not.
>> Interviewer:
You mentioned you kind of pay attention to words people say and don't say. Can you elaborate
on the words that people use or don't use?
>> Participant:
I don't think I use words all of the time I kind of monitor conversations. I mean sometimes it's
j ust self-preservation. I don't know. All of this is sometimes complicated. There's this blur
between gender and sexual orientation. They're different but sometimes not. Like if a girl is
going to wear j eans - no big deal right. But if a guy wears a skirt - then it's intentional and it's
done so because maybe to make a statement or to be noticed. Regardless though it doesn't
necessarily mean that person i s gay. But for me I would kind of at least become aware of him.
>> Interviewer:
Heterosexual individuals learn from a very early age how to express interest in a romantic
partner and be in a romantic relationship.
>> Participant:
Yeah. Saying stuff like "oh she's going to break all of the boys hearts" or "he's going to have
girls chasing after him". It seems we do it all of the time just in ordinary life. We kind of teach or
at least communicate that boys like girls and vice versa. It makes it confusing trying to figure out
what to do when that's not the case. So I . Uh. I don 't know. I guess it's hard when you do make
uh or understand what your own sexual orientation or sexual identity is then you have to make
sense of it. I mean for me I learned a lot of watching TV. Specifically Will and Grace. I mean for
me it was my first exposure to gay people. I think I was like in 7-8th grade when I started
watching it. Although that was before I found out I was attracted to men. But I was at least being
exposed to different people through the media early on. It's sti l l a little different than real life.
But it was something I guess.
>> Interviewer:
Can you please expl ain what you mean by saying you found out you were attracted to men?
>> Participant:
Uh well. ((pause)) 1 um. I well- a friend of mine had let me borrow a set of novels called the
Anita B lake Vampire Hunter series.
>> Interviewer:
I've read those.
>> Participant:
The one main character is a vampire named Jean Claude. And you know incredibly sexy,
masculine, desirable and just all out sexual. Anyway, I think it was probably about book three or
four when I was reading and I found myself thinking "wow he's really hot". It's kind of
embarrassing but I guess I kind of found myself become aroused by this character. And well I
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had never really uh- had actually become aroused by a female before. S o yeah. S o I guess you
could say I opened a book and found out I was gay.
>> Interviewer:
Can I quote that directly?
>> Participant:
Yeah ! ( (laughs)) It's not a great story. And I mean I realize it's not like I read it in the
encyclopedia and said "hm I think I'm gay". But yeah. I mean I kind of realized that I was
attracted to guys through a book. Maybe before that I hadn't given it much thought - or maybe I
was just a late bloomer or Uh or something.
>> Interviewer:
How did you learn to interact with potential romantic paiiners?
>> Participant:
That ( (laughs)) that's implying that I know.
>> Interviewer:
Okay, so have you had romantic partners?
>> Participant:
Yes.
>> Interviewer:
And have you ever been interested in a person romantically?
>> Participant:
Yes. Many, many times.
>> Interviewer:
How did you learn how you should interact with them.
>> P articipant:
((laughs)) That was really just some self-depreciating humor.
>> Interviewer:
I appreciate that.
>> Participant:
((laughs)) I uh. I um- the way I learned to interact with romantic partners is well maybe through
my parents. I mean. Well just here ' s how you treat someone you're in love with or at least you
care about. I mean. I guess caring about someone is the same for straight people too. And love is
love right? So I guess I treat or interact with my romantic partners in uh in ways that are similar
to my parents. Also, some of the things are just social niceties . You know holding the door open
for people. I mean. I make sure to hold the door open for my date. Or uh. Well unless they're
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holding it for me then I'm like thank you. I uh. I also consider myself more masculine than
feminine. So if I'm going on a date well I'd pay for both of us. At least I won't go on a date unless
I can pay for both of us. I guess maybe not a date but out for dinner. I mean you can go on dates
that don't cost. Sometimes walking around campus or going to a park or something. And just
talking is the best date. But I also don't mind if a date doesn't mind paying for me. I also don't
really mind splitting a check. Especially if it's a bad date. So while I h ave these ideas about how
my parents did things, I guess I kind of just go with the flow. So the idea that if a date is uh- is
buying my dinner makes me more feminine I don't buy into that. I don't think that money or
buying a meal or even fixing a car is really what makes a person masculine or feminine.
>> Interviewer:
For me, if it's a bad date I 'd always let them pay.
>> Participant:
((Laughs))
>> Interviewer:
In your opinion and experience, do you think there's lot of word play or humor used in the gay
community?
>> Participant:
Oh yeah . We love humor and word play.
>> Interviewer:
Do you have any examples?
>> Participant:
Jokes about. Uh you know. Baseball pitcher and catcher j okes.
>> Interviewer:
What do you mean by pitcher and catcher?
>> Participant:
By pitcher I mean the active or penetrator in anal sex. And by catcher I mean the individual
being penetrated in anal sex. But you hear all kinds sexual puns- made up terms etcetera. It's kind
of l ike our own little private language or code. We kind of take ordinary things and gay them up.
I'm not sure why. Maybe it's just for fun or something.
>> Interviewer:
There's a difference in sexual orientation and sexual behavior. For example, a straight male can
receive anal penetration from his partner - and although many believe that anal penetration is
mostly a gay thing, this particular action is not exclusive to a specific sexual orientation. Yet,
often in heterosexual relationships the male is seen primarily as the active sexual partner and the
female is the passive sexual partner.
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>> Participant:
Yeah the male is the one doing it then female is the one receiving. Kind of what the people
against same sex marriage refer to as biological plumbing.
>> Interviewer:
Now in non-heterosexual relationships if people have the same anatomy then this assumption
can't really exist as it does for heterosexuals. So do you think this is important in gay
relationships? Do you think this is something that has to be worked out with a romantic partner
or potential sexual partner?
>> Participant:
I mean. Uh for me. Well I guess- well if it's a romantic relationship and it's headed towards the
bedroom then it's okay to straight up ask or kind of leam about each other' s bodies through you
know foreplay. But if it's just a sexual partner then I think it's okay to straight up ask. I mean if
we're just after sex then why waste each other time. Straight people don't have to worry about
that I don't think. I don't know. Also you can kind of read signs too. Read people's body
language if things are getting heated.
>> Interviewer:
Why do you think this type of conversation is important?
>> Participant:
Well for me. Uh- I Uh well ((pause)) I guess if I'm going to have a romantic relationship it would
probably have some sort of sexual component to it. I mean sex is an intimate expression with a
romantic partner. It doesn't define the relationship but it's important. So I guess we'd want to
make sure that our needs and desires are met and fulfilled. If it's j ust a sexual encounter then it's
important to make sure everyone has a good time. Besides who likes clumsy sex. Why not work
out the logistics beforehand.
>> Interviewer:
H ave you ever had an ah ha moment. Like you thought oh this is how it works with gay people.
>> Participant:
Yeah. Hmm ((pause)). Now that you say it I don't really have an example. But yeah I've had
them before. It seems that it's always just trial and error. So I guess that my interactions with
different people are different. It uh- it depends on the person and the situation. Plus I mean it uh
it sometimes seems like I have one foot in one world and the other in another world. It's uh
((pause)). It's sometimes a constant juggle between myself and the situation etcetera. I don't
know it's weird I guess.
>> Interviewer:
The final question I have for you is what do you think about gaydar?
>> Participant:
Gaydar. I uh- I think- I think well. I think gaydar exists. It's useful but I do think it p lays off
some stereotypes. But usually the more positive ones or the more uh- more neutral ones. You
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know gay people do x . I guess it's kind of a resource or something that we learn along the way.
I'm not sure it's an ability that exists just because I'm gay. But kind of something I've learned by
observing etcetera.
>> Interviewer:
Do you think you can determine if someone is gay when they haven't come out by using gaydar?
>> Participant:
Um well . I can say from experience that I've never been wrong. I mean I don't out people. But I
have said "hm I bet someday that person will come out". Well uh. I guess now that I think about
it I have been wrong. l was wrong about my cousin. But for men who weren't out I've called it a
couple of times. Meaning I've said they were gay before the came out. Here's the thing though. I
uh. I don't think I just go around like a ballistic missile with radar looking for other gays . I mean .
It's kind of situations or more from the interaction I don 't know. It- it has a purpose but it also
depends on my goals in that specific time and place. I don't walk around saying I'm gay and
constantly looking for gays. Uh yeah. Anyway, gaydar is more like a resource or something that
kind of is situational . I think. I mean. What' s the point of being able to identify another's sexual
orientation if I honestl y don't necessarily care about it at that particular moment.
>> Interviewer:
Well that concludes all of the questions I have for you. Do you have any questions that you
would like to ask me at this time?
>> Participant:
Not that I can think of.
>> Interviewer:
Okay great, well again if you do have any questions please feel free to contact me. Again, I do
have your questions to record?
>> Participant:
Yes and you can use the information from this interview however you best see if.
>> Interviewer:
Well, with that our interview is now concluded. I wanted to let you know that I really appreciate
your participation in this study and I will make sure to provide you a copy of the disseminated
results.

